I need gas money and I need it now.

The sun had gone down, it was a Saturday night, and you had a full tank of gas. What would have been your first activity? Everyone has gone for a cruise at least one time or another. There are so many different ways and meanings to cruising that it's difficult for some people to understand. I'll explain.

This is how it went: 1. Some kids are out on the town and cannot find a soul, but they know that one more drive downtown will produce some friends. 2. The mall lot was full of kids but no one knew what was going on, so everyone piled onto cars to go for a brainstorming session (a cruise). 3. This guy was in his new car that was just waiting to be shown off to the whole Ketchikan population. The only way to do that was to take a spin through town. 4. It was evident that there was not a person out, so the only thing left to do was drive till the clutch was worn and the mileage increased by 3 digits. If any of this sounds familiar to you then we salute you dedicated cruisers.

Above: YEH... Of course I should.
A spin on a cycle looks mighty inviting to Sara Collins, but Greta Myerchin, Kerri Humleker and Jennifer Thompson don't agree.

Above: I cruise! Speeding along is Erika Diment, she's perfected her own style of cruising.

Right: A Free Ride- No work for Cathy Garber as Noel Villalor takes over the driving.
Left: *Embarrassed?* - "This only happens to cool guys like me, Ned Hamlin contemplates as he is left stranded in the parking lot.

Below: *Scratch* - "I don't know if it's going to make it." Brandon Vanderberg looks worried.

Left: Car Racers - The only legal way to race cars in K-town, the two racers getting ready are Debbie Nichuals and Amanda Olson.

Above: Tighten that bolt - Working on cars entertains Jeremy Hamberger.
"Is there a bomb in there?" Beraldi makes sure the coast is clear for Justin Stewart and Jennifer Thompson.

Right: Rev it up! Kristin Raitanen is ready to go hot rodding!

Above: Self serve Pam Daubersmith gets five dollar’s worth. Right: “Hand it over!” Robert Feller gets “caught” by Officer Mallott.
I Just Can’t Believe I Did That!!

We asked some of our students to share their worst driving experiences, and here’s what they had to say:

“Trying to see if my bug could fly.” -Jeremy Aldrich

“Almost knocking over a gravestone.” -B. Valentine

“Near death with a Greyhound Bus.” -Mark Leo

“Riding in a car with Aaron McElroy.” -Pam Metcalf and Brianna Croy

“I ran over my best friend’s foot.” -Nicole Zeiser

“I lost my brakes on the freeway.” -Collaine Faddis

“I was putting on my lipstick and didn’t see the guy in front of me stop.” -Jennifer Thomsen

“You don’t want to know!” -Stacy Maplesden

“Driving a VW Bug over a boat trailer, woodpile, and into a tree.” -Anita Sands
Right: Planning for the weekend- Natasha Baumgartner, Myra Kahle, Stacey Ward, and Misty Williams debate whether or not to go to the dance or to the movies.

Below: Not quite the Batmobile- The dynamic duo are, in fact, Brian Grey and Don Harrison!
Freedom

Student Life?!?!! Yes, I know it is hard to believe that Kayhi students don’t always “breathe, sleep and eat school,” but it is true.

During the school year every student had to lead a double life. Each individual had to go to school with an attitude that pleased the teachers, and then after school they had to endure many different people and activities. Some went straight to work for the evening or to a sweaty practice. Other dedicated teens did both and still yet found time for homework.

At the end of any school day the majority of students were completely worn out.

After a stressful week, almost all teens went out on the town for at least one weekend night. Some people could not understand why they were so “irresponsible” once set free. WHY NOT, a change is always needed.
In 1989 Kayhi students made a little town a little bit bigger in heart.

While a few of us were stuck here on this chunk of granite, we found a few distractions.
When the rain did finally stop, the hot summer nights were put to good use.
The new roads got worn in by serious cruisers; a few swimmers came out; beaches had huge bonfires, and a night walk was always enjoyable.
We cannot forget the dry water wells, summer loves, or the summer jobs that didn't turn out quite right. All in all, no matter where we all were, we made memories that only the summer of 1989 can hold.
Top Right: “I want to get down, now!” - Screams Sheri Harbour as Kris Raitanen grips for her life.
Above: Real American beauties shine their stars - In the 4th of July Parade are our Key-Highlites.

Right: School’s Out! - And the summer begins for Laurel Shepard and Angie Taggart.
Right: Waterproofed- Preparing for the battle of the sponges is Pam Daubersmith and Christine Elberson. Below: SPLAT! Even when being bombed by wet sponges, Brent Purvis keeps smiling.

Above: Smooch!- Showing affection for the prizes could only be Harley Swan. Right: Class Pride- Advertising their own designer jeans are Theresa Huff and Erin Smith.
Seniors surprise all

Ha ha! We fooled you all! The class of ‘90 amazed everyone with the success of the Senior Carnival. No class spirit? Unorganized? Too small? Well all that was just an act. When it came down to it, our class really pulled together.

Friday morning began the madness of the Carnival Caper. Visqueen, paint, and paper was flyin’ all day, all night, and right up to the last minute on Saturday evening. The kids were unleashed all at once and poured in, non-stop, for four hours. Our work was cut out for us, but we survived.

The Egyptian theme for Bingo was a big hit. Spook-house drew a never-ending line. They must have liked the deer heads, bones, and chainsaw effect. Minus the dunk tank and moonwalk, the Seniors provided a sponge throw, and a brand new game—Plinko. The sponge throw highlight was candidate Police Officer Bengard. A big smash was a replica of Plinko from The Price is Right game show.

All good things must come to an end, and by 10:00 the Seniors were ready. After rushing everyone out the doors, an enthusiastic group cleaned up the entire mess. All the work put into the decorations came tearing down, and before long we were released out the doors.

To top off the whole evening the Senior class broke last year’s record! The total coming to 14,287 dollars, and there wasn’t even a swimming convention in town! Face it—the class of ‘90 kicks. Even when everyone thought it couldn’t be done, we did it—and had a “most excellent” time doing it!
Here it is- two pages dedicated to the behind-the-scenes athletes who never got the recognition they deserved. We really understood the pain you went through to be a success. What would Friday nights have been without a football or soccer game to go to?

Ballet and gymnastics your performances were few, but we appreciated the effort that went into perfecting every move. Diving is a sport- and a difficult one! You couldn’t pay us enough to get on a knee board! Guts. That’s what it took and that’s what you showed us.

**ALLSTARS**

Seniors: Greg Anderes, Hunter Aubertine, Lawrence Carson (co-captain), Ryan DeBoer, David Ketah, Dan Kimball, Dave Smith (co-captain), Harley Swan, Brandon Vanderberg (P. Johnson), Derek Watt (co-captain), Ron Wyman (co-captain)

Juniors: Todd Adams, Jeremy Aldrich, Todd Bright, Cable Cambell, Antione Doiron, Don Longley, John Pool, Bud Quinoveva, Hap Seley, Scott Smith, Randy Sullivan, Mike Waggoner, Guthrie Zastrow

**FOOTBALL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAMS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAIDERS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLTS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Above: Stranded!-“Think they figured out how to start the boat yet?” asks Dean Lukin to Steve Anderes as they drift around the Tongass Narrows.

Right: Gulp!-Taking a quick breather from the game Derek Watt chugs a glass of Gatorade.

Far right: Streetchl-Maintaining her balance Tasha Baumgartner makes gymnastics look easy.
Left: That's no fish! "What are you doing down here?" asks Shane Klinger. Just when a guy thought he could be alone ...  

Below: Un, Deux, Trois—Showing us their grace and agility are ballerinas Heather Thynes, Amber Kile, and Jeanne Perry.

---

**SOCCER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>PTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IBEW SOUNDERS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST BANK SIMPLY RED*</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOMPERS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STENFJORDS TROJANS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Tournament Champions

Above: Take that! Sounder's Davy Price shows the soccer ball who's boss.
Right: Jokes- Who needs TV when they've got Debbie Nichuals? Stephanie Manske and Megan Neilson get entertained.
Below: 1990 "Class"- We cruise in style! From left to right: Christine Elberson, Jodie Smith, Pam Daubersmith, Beth McLaughlin, Sheri Harbour, Malissa Peters, Steve Amos, Pat Simmons, Tracy Anderson, Tracy Fiege, Dave Ketah, Harley Swan, Krista Curtis, Tracy Hildebrandt, Christie Williams and Jodi Christensen.
Sometimes we amazed ourselves. From a high school class to a Kayhi family. The 4th of July senior float piled with excited classmates showing their new found spirit! Seniors for the pep assemblies wrapped in to-gas from Snoopy patterns to floral prints. A record-breaking Senior Carnival wasn't quite organized, but it was FUN. The task of plastering "90" on College Hill was tackled with pleasure. The most surprising of all was the astonishing number of attendants at the senior meetings. They were a bit noisy, but then again when were they ever quiet?

We are the class of 1990. We have miraculously come together in a sense that no one ever expected. Achieving goals that everyone, including ourselves, thought impossible. We are now exceptionally proud of one another and our accomplishments.

As a once-segregated group finally combined to form a workable oneness, we knew that from then on into the rest of our lives anything was possible.
Steven Amos
If it runs kill it. Right Dave?

Greg "Mickey" Anderson
"Hasta!"

Curt "Ace" E. Anderson
We have now become adults. We are ready for the real world. To some of us it’s a “permanent vacation,” for others it’s time for a job and maybe a family. Yuk, I’m not ready!

Traci Anderson
If you love something, set it free. If it comes back to you, it is yours. If it does not, it was never meant to be.

Michelle L. Arab
"2 + 2 = 5" (1984 George Orwell)

Angie Ahlstrom

Hunter Aubertine
Rule No. 1: Don’t take yourself so darn seriously!

Robert Bender

Teresa Marie Berkey
On wings of eagles we shall fly. On wind’s breath we shall glide .
RDTLSS!! (Bomber, Grace)

Bill Bird
All that I am or hope to be, I owe to my angel mother. Abe Lincoln

Linda B. Blair
... you don’t know what you’ve got till it’s gone.

Larry Booth
Senioritis

Danilo Loydla "Dano" Buendia
There are no real rules; you can do any thing you want, as long as you don't get caught.

Rebecca Burns
Larry Cabe

Sherry Lyn C. Calangi
"The greatest friend of truth is time, her greatest enemy is prejudice and her constant companion is humility."

Colton
Justin Carro
You know how to spell assume!

Lawrence Carson

Is there a cure?

"A condition which inhibits victim from performing any responsibility."

"Senioritis" had affected vast numbers of seniors, causing many to avoid all forms of work. It has been documented to afflict some as early as the freshman year. Although there is no cure for this condition, many compensate for this disability by engaging in other activities. Forgetting to go to class, and going to the mall were common treatments amongst patients, as well as physical activities, and a couple of hours of MTV to tune their motor skills.

Left: Kicking Back- Pat Simmons chooses a magazine over his homework.
Memories!
Leslie Mullen glances back at 1989!

Shelann Carson
One enemy can do more harm than one hundred friends can do you good.

Lynda Renee Cessnun
You can only get hurt if you care a lot

Angela Chilton

Christine Clay
I don’t know, what do you want to do?
(See Julie)

Mike Clark
“What was, will be”, if you found out, you will find out.

Irish Croy
As Mr. Pennington called out our names to get our diplomas, each one of us thought, “Whatever happened to my high school career?” Each one of us went back to Sept. 1986, when we, the class of ‘90 first entered the Valley of the Kings. We were only 14 or 15 years old, ignorant in many ways. As freshmen, we were exuberant and nervous at the same time. Exuberant because we were finally at Kayhi, where things happened. Nervous, (who wouldn’t be?) with the seniors glaring at us and waiting for every opportunity to make us clean the Senior Square with a toothbrush or push a penny down the hall. We were afraid of them; they ruled the school. We tried to follow and copy what they did. We could not wait to be seniors! As the year was just finished we had begun to settle down. We tackled our homework and projects. When the year ended, there would be another class below us. Sophomore year was just there, another phase to go through. We did gain more knowledge, but nothing happened that year. The class of ’90 came back with renewed energy. We had achieved a status. We were important, second in command under the ruling class of 1989. The things that didn’t happen our sophomore year, happened our junior year. To add to the pressure of tests and assignments, included were the dreaded Wipfl projects for World History! We had jobs, extra-curricular activities and social life to worry about. The moment had finally arrived on Sept. 5th; now seniors, we had entered the Valley of the Kings!

From left to right: Katie Duckett, Cynthia Duehn, Michelle Arab sit and think back about the beginning of their high school years.

Robbyn LeAnn Crueger
The road won’t be lonely if we can stay in the end: We walked the way together, hand in hand with a friend

Krista Curtis
’Tis better to have loved and lost, than never to have loved at all.

Jodi Christensen
Life is like a tree- It starts as a seed then grows. The tree dies, but leaves more seeds to be remembered by.

Rob Damiano
Pam Daubersmith
When energy flies, it’s often because I’m preoccupied with myself. To renew my energy, all I need to do is get out of my own way. Robert Bly

Kelly Kristine Davis
It’s amazing how many things can happen in such a short time.
Ericka Diment
Hopes are but the dreams of those who are awake.

Katie Duckett
"When a man loves, he seeks no power, and therefore he has power." Alan Paton

Cynthia Opal Duehn
Yeah, night.

Christine Elizabeth Elberson
Love is blind; friendship closes its eyes

Michelle "Shelly" D. Enger
you take time to talk together each day
you'll never be before strangers.

Lorenda "Lo" Ernsberger

Dennis Escalona
Paul "Mitch" Aguilar Escalona
I'm outta here!

Collaine Brooke Faddis
The only way to find a rainbow is to look above the clouds and through the rain.

Right: "We're the Best!"- These wonderfully spirited seniors scream and yell from the Permanent Vacation 1990 4th of July float. From left to Right-
Chris Loggy, Leslie Mullen, Walter Rud, Kristin Raitanen, Margie Perry, Christine Elberson, Pam Daubersmith, Katie Duckett, Nick Hashagen, Trevor Hayes, and Becky Burns, make up this side of the ever-remembered Senior Class of '90, 4th of July float.
The subject is not school spirit, not school spirit at all, the subject is Class Spirit, and the Class of '90! Ok, so not much would have jumped to mind, at the beginning of our senior year, but boy, did things change! No, we didn't make up the majority of the people at the basketball games, neither did we cheer the loudest at pep assemblies, but if you'd have asked any senior they would have secretly smiled and replied, "Yah, well hey, we're seniors." The Class of '90 has a unique attitude; we know we're the best and we're into admitting it. Every senior class is. The Class of '90 will never be forgotten, simply because we're unforgettable. No the subject never was school spirit, it always seemed to be Class Pride and that this year's Senior class had a lot of it.

Left: Can you believe it? There were actually more than 10 people at a class meeting! The seniors of 1990 pulled together and did a great job.

Tracy Fiere
Brenda Dorothy Fitzgerald
The best things come to those who wait.

Cathy Belle Garber
The best revenge is a good life.

Kirsti "Kakehead" Maureen Gardiner
"Drop Dead" Cinderella Waltz by Don Nigro.

Sarah Gatti

Travis Reed Gelbrich
"Being there for others in virtue, is being there for yourself." "It's not just your car, it's your freedom." "Yo Felipe!"

Seniors
Another Test

The first week as SENIORS felt great. It wasn't that we were taller or much brighter than a year earlier, but for some reason we just felt bigger and better. We were at the top. Then, even before the first two weeks had passed, we were bombarded; SATs, ACTs, applications, and college choices. These problems did not go away. Even with tests taken and colleges chosen, you still wondered if you had done the right thing. The year went by, taking it day by day, and somehow we made it through.

Right: Coloring the dots—Megan Neilson fills out the SAT form, which takes as long as the test itself.
Sheri Lynn Harbour
No, I'll not weep: I have full cause of weeping; but this heart shall break into a hundred thousand flaws or 'ere I'll weep. Shakespeare

Don Harrison
Be true to your school. The Beach Boys

Adam (Hancock) Harshman
Initium Sapientiae timor Dominii Tempus fugit!

Nick Hashagen
Don't think you'll weaken the team.

Trevor Hayes
Edward Hendricks
Life is like a game, and the one with the most toys win.

Kara L. Hendricks
Value yourself. The only people who appreciate a doormat are people with dirty shoes.

Sondra Hibler
Tracy Hildebrandt
The world is beautiful when shared with friends.

Julie Renee Hogan
Killing time is like injuring eternity . . . ?

Aaron Holderith
Louis Holst
Make me an offer I can understand.
Tam D. Homan
Graduation is for the one who has made it through, but is not through making it.

Theresa Huff
All I want is a little more than I’ll ever get

Glenn Jeffries
Do what thou wilt is the whole of the law—
Allaster Crowley

Jack Johnstone

Michael David Kacenas

David Allen Ketah Jr.
Hold on to memories, hold on to youth, never forget the good times, and stay young forever.

Daniel Alan Kimball
Success isn’t how far you get, but the distance you travelled from where you started.

Craig Kistler
You have to be a million dollars in debt to make a million dollars.

Richard A. Knutson

Road To Success
Stress
Seniors hit hard

This is the best year of your life . . . " Who hasn't heard that and ended up being utterly disappointed? Thanks to all those adults for giving us false expectations. Here we were ready to kick back, relax and slide through our last year of high school before entering the "Real World."

Instead we learned the true meaning of Stress. We learned that there should be 24 more hours in the day so we could do everything we wanted and didn't want to do. From the first day on we were bombarded with decisions to make and things to worry about. All the teachers were especially hard on us because they were "preparing us for college life." Well if it's going to be so bad, shouldn't we get a break now??

Organizing Senior Carnival, Senior Prom, class t-shirts, coats and other class fundraisers made you realize the importance of working together as a class. McDonald's mocha helped some survive through zero hour. Others realized they were punishing themselves more than benefiting by giving up that extra hour of sleep. After a long day of trying to think at school, many went off to work. Job Co-op was very popular since all those senior expenses did have to be paid for.

All in all the year flew by and reality hit us in the face. All those sacrifices made seemed to make sense, some of them anyway. We looked forward to our futures, but wouldn't lose the memories of senior year. Even though so many activities kept us stressed out, they also helped us grow. Somehow seniors still managed to have fun during all the hectic days.

Come On Now . . . This Must Be A Joke . . .

Deep in thought, Scott Hanson wonders if he can survive yet another torturous test.

Jenny Latham
Chris D. Loggy
Stephanie Anne Manske

Everything is a puzzle; you just have to understand how things go together.

Live life to its fullest; you only live once.
Kenneth L. Martin
Goals are the parameters within your mind will allow your body to perform. The higher you set your goals, the greater will be your success.

Aaron J. McElroy
“Mountain! Get out of my way! You’re all high.”

Jennie McGarrigan
Roses, like memories, are made to gather and hold.

Beth McLaughlin
I have the grace to hold myself. I refuse to crawl.

Arlo Midgett
You have to start somewhere.

Leslie Mullen

Megan Bifoss Neilson
Enjoy school and you will enjoy life (hopefully!)

Joe Nell

Mark D. Nelson
Strong enough for a man, but made for a woman.

Scott Nevil
Expect the unexpected.

Debra Ann Nichols
Life is like a wave. Catch it and go. Travel Dude; Surf-Jam ’90

Carma Elaine Oaksmith
To live only for some future goal is shallow. It's the sides of the mountain that sustain life, not the top. I miss Scott.
Where are you gonna be?

The class of 1990 was finally the senior class, and there was so much to do to prepare for the future. In ten years all the time we spent in school will be in the past and hopefully paying off in our future occupations. Wait a minute, what are we going to be doing in ten years? “CEO of a Fortune 100 corp. with a PhD in Business Administration and Accounting.”

-Marvin Prather
Don Harrison- “An architect or a pro bowler.”
Glenn Jeffries- “A political prisoner in Jamaica.”
Sherry Lyn Calangi- “I’ll still be working on my PhD degree.”
Michelle Arab- “A jetset Bohemian of Boston.”
Margaret Peele- “I’ll be a teacher, married, and as content as I could ever wish to be.”
Debbie Nichuals- “A rich, successful hairdresser.”
Christie Williams- “In a foreign country being a nanny for a houseful of children.”
Mark Nelson- “On TV, as a televangelist.”
Kristin Raitanen- “I’ll be a bum, scrounging for money.”
John Stighall- “Perhaps I’ll be a medical orderly, somewhere in Africa.”
Megan Neilson- “Rich manager of a large hotel chain.”
Dave Ketah- “In prison for ripping the tags off of my pillows.”
Hunter Aubertine- “A driving instructor in the Bahamas.”
Curtis Anderson- “I’ll be in Ketchikan, fishing my life away.”
Brandon Vanderberg- “I’ll own and operate my own X-mas tree business in Cal.”
Margie Perry- “Trying to figure out how much I’ll have to do for our ten-year class reunion.”

Amanda L. Olson
In darkness we are the same. In height, the thing that separates us is our knowledge and wisdom.

Jami L. Olson
Kelly P. Orr
Remove price tags from people. Everyone has worth; the excitement lies in the discovery of their value.
Dating
Yesterday, today, tomorrow

Dating nowadays has changed significantly from dating in the past. Students still go out at night, but the ways they find to entertain themselves are more exciting than before. The activities are similar, although today's generation seems to be a little less innocent. What lies ahead for dating in the nineties?

PAST
Share a malt at the Soda Shop
Makeout at Inspiration Point
Eat pizza and play pinball
Go to a protest
Cruise in Dad's DeSoto
Watch t.v. (Mr. Ed or Patty Duke)
Have dinner with date's family

1980's
- Rent a room at the Royal Exec's
- Go to a movie
- Go to a dance at the Armory
- Rent movies for VCR
- Hot-tub parties
- Cruise in Dad's Porsche
- Rambo at the beach
- Rage at a party anywhere

DATING IN THE FUTURE...
- "I think dating in the 90's won't change much." - Erika Diment
- "Instead of cruisin' around we'll be flying around." - Linda Blair
- "We could go to the moon for a night." - Collaine Faddis
- "Eat at underwater restaurants." - Malissa Peters
- "Party with Aliens!" - Greg Anderes
- "Drive-In movies in rocketships." - Brian Gray
- "Hold class reunion on Jupiter." - Jennie McGarigan
- "Rent-a-Parties!" - Jamie Stout

Boppin' to the Groooovy Tunes. The happy couple Brenda Fitzgerald and David Ketah get the feel of a date in the olden days.

Shannon Leigh Overton
Don't take life too seriously or you'll never get out alive.

Mike Paulsen
O Boy! I can't wait!

Margaret Rochelle Peele
Life is only what you make it; you can go only as far as you're willing to take it.
Marjorie Bernice Perry  
Sometimes, as life falls away in yellowed pages, I glance to the past, and force myself to wonder what could have been.

Malissa Peters  
Take your time never rush a thing.

Marvin Lewis Prather Jr.  
Success is something waiting for you on the other side of the maze of life. It is always there, the only problem is finding it.

Brent R. Purvis  
If you can read this, you don’t need glasses!

Kristin Marie Raitanen  
I used to think that anyone doing anything weird was weird, but I realized it was the people saying they were weird, that were weird.

James R. Rhodes

Michi Suzanne Robinson  
Life= Bills, charge cards, bills, insurance, bills, responsibility, bills, work, bills and freedom. LIFE anyone?

Walter Thomas Rud  
What was, will be ip you poun’ out, I’ll pine out. -Bisker Formee

Harlan Schmitt
Nancy Scott
You will never know what happiness is, unless you have something to compare it to.

Clifford P. Sherman

Wally C. Sherwood
Like a wheel, I roll on.

Patrick Simmons Jr.
The future isn't what it used to be; the past isn't what it seems. The present is reality utilized now.

David Dean Smith
If it runs-kill it. Right Steve?

Erin Danielle Smith
Don't be afraid to dream, or to make your dreams a reality.

Jodie Gale Smith
The person who risks nothing, does nothing, has nothing, is nothing. Only the person who risks is truly free.

Jerad M. Spencer
In the beginning the universe was created. This was widely regarded as a bad move.

Lola Spromberg

John Kristoffer Stighall
Rain, rain, rain-I don't mind . . .

Jamie C. Stout
"Read my lips." -George Bush 1988, Republican Party.

Robin Strunk
Always look behind you.

Road To Success
Pennington walks into your class once again to interrupt your concentrating so hard (on the Government questions) that you were almost asleep. He looks around the room and then whips out a list which he proceeds reading aloud. He rambles off a few names, and pretty soon half the class is whisked off into the hall-way to have a "talk" with Don.

This procedure became a fairly routine occurance. Each day you could count on dozing for a few minutes during class while Mr. P. gathered all his subjects ... unless, of course, you were one of the unlucky chosen. The Crack Down On Skipping this year took many people by surprise. The staff and teachers were very observant and did everything in their power to try not to let students skip. The attendance secretaries took no excuses; if you were gone you had to pay. Even oversleeping qualified you as a skipper.

The consequences were usually an hour's detention after school. For the repeat offenders it was sometimes Saturday School. The attendance to classes improved somewhat, especially by seniors, after they heard the threat of staying longer in summer. But then others rebelled even more to see if they could beat the system. It was to no avail, there were even spies driving around town, and if you were seen out of class during fourth period, you could be busted as quickly as in fifth hour.

The seniors took the risk, however, being the type of class they were, of having extended days at the end of the year, so they could have their Senior Skip Day(s). What is the point of trying to stop something that has been going on traditionally through the years? The answer is obvious- the crack down on skipping about made the school crack up.
Brandon "Brandon P. Johnson" Vanderberg
"We all drink to make others look interesting."

Noel Alinarte Villaflor
Don't underestimate the minorities of today, for they are the majority of tomorrow. Yo Julio.

Terri Vonda

Brandon "Brandon P. Johnson" Vanderberg
"We all drink to make others look interesting."

Noel Alinarte Villaflor
Don't underestimate the minorities of today, for they are the majority of tomorrow. Yo Julio.

Terri Vonda

Derek Watt
Why do they have drugs to make women talk but none to keep them quiet?

Jason Wick
Be careful going in search of adventure; it's ridiculously easy to find.

Christie Anna Williams
Work hard and take great pride in what you are good at, and you shall succeed in life.

Russ Wills

Ronald G. Wyman
All things must pass someday; all dreams must fade away. I must be on my way (like a Rolling Stone).

Wilbur Young

Barbara A. Zamora
If you've proved yourself once, why do it twice?

Mindy Zink
Do The Right Thing.

Right: From Batman, to Bill and Ted, to Amadeus; seniors in action.
Big tears were shed when the Class of '90 graduated. It was a time to say goodbye to 132 unique people who made up the senior class of 1990, 132 friends. This year was the last year; a year we'll all remember. A year where everlasting friendships were made; and the fun times that were had will never be forgotten. Suddenly you stopped for a minute and looked around to see everything changing. You got scared. The last year in high school and it didn't seem possible. It was we who put on that terrific senior carnival and we who enjoyed all the benefits. To those who graduated this year, the doors are opened and the pathway golden. Beginning a life of your own may seem a frightening thought to some, and to others a long-awaited taste at freedom. Since we were freshmen the Class of '90 has grown and changed in remarkable ways! Now as we stand looking out upon the ocean, we turn to each other and recall all the amazing times that we as seniors have spent together. You'll never have friends like the ones you have in high school. Does anyone? The Class of '90, a year to graduate and a year to find yourself. “Have you seen you anywhere?”

Top: “Could it be?” - Eagerly looking onward with suspense is Kirsti Gardiner.

Center: “Ameliorate”- Bloom's spelling words aren't that funny. Sherry Calagi and Shannon Andrews study hard.
Step On It
Underclassmen

Below: Cool and refreshing: Quenching their thirsts are Robert Nedzwecky, Lee Warren, Allison Brand, Clint Faulkner, and Henry Webb. Right: Barefoot and pregnant? Is this a future prediction for Seanna O’Sullivan, Niki Rhyner and Julie Berkey?
Waiting

When you're an underclassman, there are many things to think about. For instance, at the beginning of the year, the thoughts of a freshman are, "Things are going to be different, but will they be THAT different? I know I was top dog at Schoenbar, but what will happen now? Will I still be popular, or will I be considered a NERDY LITTLE FRESHMAN?" Other views may be, "Last year didn't go too well, so maybe this year will be better," and usually it is. Sophomore thoughts are, "I'm still an underclassman, but at least I'm not a freshman any more. I've still got a few years to go; maybe I should get serious about my grades." Well maybe not! And last but not least it's the future senior class. The juniors are saying to themselves, "Wow, I'm a junior now! Next year is my last year, and I'm still not sure about what my career is going to be, or even what college to go to."

By the time we are used to our status, it's time to move on, and up a grade.
The class of ....
Trudy Abuhl
John Adams
Todd Adams
Jeremy Aldrich
Jeani Amundson

Maile Arnslinger
Rhonda Aquipel
Alma Arntzen
Marvin Atkinson
Sonja Baker
Jeana Barajas

Donald Baker
Jett
Baumgartner
Natasha
Baumgartner
April Benes
Jennifer Berg
Paul Bergeron

Nicole Blake
Heaven Bloom
Irey Borch
Rosanna Boyer
Gianna Branda
Justin Breeze

Todd Bright
Danielle Buster
Suzelle Cadiente
Bible Campbell
Bill Canfield
Donald Cannon


Step On It
Here's how...

Aaahhh ... Ketchikan High School. My school. Well, almost.

Top: Freedom! Demonstrated by Brian Jandar, Heizelle Cadiente, and Josh Smith.

As I walk in on my first day as a junior, the whole place seems to have changed; everything looks and feels different. This is my domain! Heh, heh, heh! Suddenly, out of nowhere, something begins to approach. It seems to recognize me, but I sure don't recognize it. It must be, bite my tongue for saying this, a freshman! "Hi, how are you?" I ask, walking up to him. "Fine; who are you?" he answers, strutting off. Oh well, only one more year. When 1991 comes along watch out!!!

Left: High Spirits! "Where are you taking me?" screams Andrea Zeiser to Tom Scott and Troy Hayes. Bottom: A unique face. Randy Taylor posing for GQ.
We Do The Laughing

Juniors show it anytime.
We just can’t help it!

For the class of 1991, our junior year was by far one of the very best years ever. We made the year fun and exciting for ourselves. We didn’t seem to mind showing our excitement to anyone who wanted to see it. Not often did you see a junior with a sad face, we were always laughing and having fun together. After eleven years together we feel pretty comfortable to be ourselves, and that is just what we did. No matter where we were or what we were doing, we had fun. At basketball games we sat together cheering our home team as loudly as we could. Some found help with megaphones, others used what voice power they had of their own. However it happened, you could always find us being crazy at the games. Pep assemblies were getting really fun. We started to get it together and even won a few contests. Win or lose, it didn’t matter, this was our given time to show off our spirit. Pep Band was full of the junior class. Maybe you would say that it was one class that it was good for the student to be wild and loud. The juniors in the band all did very well! So, where else can a person show off some crazy attitudes, you ask? Just go talk to a junior, they would be glad to tell you. They would probably say, school, the mall, home, cruising, sports events, plays, and the movie theatre would be only a handful of the places that we have attacked. Accepted or not, we love to be wild; and that is just what we will do; there is no stopping one of us when we’re doing what we do best.

Laughing it up!- Pep band peppers, Ralph Lewis, Natasha Baumbartner and Danielle Hopson.
Wild Thing

Oh YA! Getting excited for the Kayhi Kings is Lee Warren.
The junior year of your high school career is said to be one of the easiest of your entire high school career. Once you get there, however, you find that this is not the case. Classes get much harder, and teachers expect a lot more from you. The easy days of sliding by with only half-hearted work have disappeared. It used to be that you could get away with not reducing your fraction or not indenting your paragraphs. By the time that most of us became juniors we were nearly forced to get a job of some sort to supply our various needs. The hours and hours of free time have vanished. Things are now actually expected from you! Relaxation is now a luxury that not many of us have much time for, at least they tell us that we don’t. We decided our junior year had to be very laid back. It could be nothing less. So that is exactly what we did, took it easy all the way. We worked hard when it was totally necessary. We always excelled in every area, but amidst all the commotion of everyday life, we made time for that little luxury, relaxation.
Christian Holderith
Duke Homan
Danielle Hopson
Lisa Huff
James Huteson
Becky Jackson

Jennifer Jackson
Jackelyn James
Brian Jimdar
Brenalee Jones
Myra Kahle
Chris Kemp

Brian Kenyon
Tauna Kero
Felicity Kile
Robin Kimberley
Travis Kowalski
Brian Krauss

Wilfredo Lagdaan
Doug LaMotte
Zach LaPerriere
Jason Larkins
Quanah LeCornu
Gerald Leeper

Ralph Lewis
Trisha Loitz
Don Longley
Jaquelin Lowell
Trina Lucas
Carlen
Lundenberg

Dean Lukin
Tracii Madden

Whew!- What a day, sighs Myra Kahle as she takes a break.
Juniors
Down To Business!!

Below Left: "I love this job"—work isn’t all that serious for Rosanna Boyer and Stacy Maplesden. Below: "MY Ball"—The action is intense with Angela Wendle on the court.
Above: Could you break such concentration? - Studying diligently, Renee Denton needs not to ask a question.

Playing around wasn’t half as fun if your homework wasn’t done!

Junior may have been a wild and rowdy bunch, but we knew when it was time to be serious. Not a week went by without one of us being stressed out about something. We were all here to learn (most of us were, anyway) and we all found out what it took to achieve academically. - No, you didn’t get extra credit points in English for seeing “Nightmare on Elm Street”- Too bad; we could have used them.
Group Effort

Stuck like glue

The class of 1991 has always known to stick together, through thick and thin. You could always count on a fellow junior to help you with anything. No matter how small or how large the problem might be, we have always stood together. It was obvious that we were proud of our class.

At lunch no one ever sat alone for very long. The outgoing ones always made up for the more quiet people. Our class was very well balanced.

Everyone's differences were always well accepted. It was through these differences that we made our class interesting and exciting. The different types of people helped to shape our class.

We are a class that will always be the best of friends. Sure, we have friends in other classes, but our best friends are in our class.

It's rare to find a class our size that gets along so well. We always seem to enjoy being together. We don't hang out together because we have to, but because we want to. In school and out you will never find us alone.

You might say that we are practically a family. We are proud of each other and what each and everyone of us accomplishes during our high school years. Especially this year!
The many faces of anxiety. From left to right: Jeannie Amundson, Shelly Zartman, Niki Patterson, Mary Gardner.
Finally we were upper-classmen. It only took two years of grueling work and a lot of fun to get there. We all worked together to make our junior year a year to remember. Basketball, swimming, cheerleading, drama, and volleyball were just a few of the activities we excelled in. Whether we were working academically or athletically we were making our way to the top. The top? you ask. Well, for us juniors the top tended to mean being a senior. But it also meant doing the best that we could in our academic and athletic activities. We watched our friends graduate and sat there wishing we could go with them. We knew that we would be with them in one short year. And most of us were looking forward to it. We made the most of our junior year. We had lots of laughs and good times. And we are planning on having many more. We would never forget it.
The Top

Jennifer Toledo
Michael Trail
David Valentine
Frances Vest
Christine Walker
Lisa Walker

Jason Wallin
Stacy Ward
Andria
McConnell
and Adryn
Miller
Lee Warren
Hillary Webb
Angela Wendte

Tommy Widmyer
Dannielle
Williams
Misty Williams
Shelly Zartman
Guthrie Zastrow
Andrea Zeiser

Not Pictured
Carl Abuhl
Mike Ohmer
Nicole Lucas
Danielle Michalsen
Evaristo Quinoveva
We were finally sophomores. No longer were we at the bottom of the ladder. Sure, we were still underclassmen, but we didn’t care, at least no one could accuse us of being “little freshmen”. Along with being a sophomore came some degree of responsibility. There were definitely some drawbacks. We could no longer aim that we didn’t know any better when we did something wrong. We suddenly had become responsible for all of our actions. We knew the rules, and just like everybody else, we had to follow them, or suffer the consequences. There was not even half the attention paid to us as last year, but most of us didn’t mind that much.

Despite these small drawbacks, our sophomore year was great. We had a seemingly endless supply of energy, and participated in almost every activity possible. We showed our school spirit in such things as the hall decorating contest, and the pep assemblies.

As sophomores, we were overloaded with tons of homework that seemed to leave us no time for rest. But, in general, we began the year with fond memories of our freshman year, and found that although being a sophomore wasn’t the easiest thing in the world, we got everything done and still found time to have lots of fun; so the memories of our sophomore year are as good as the ones from our freshman.
"Ouch!" - Melissa Dwyer takes a bite out of Colleen Dougherty.

Left: "It will come out" - Jennifer Thompson struggles to get her books out of her messy locker. Below: "Please don't fall!" - Sonia Ford balances a full armload of books.

The Wave - The class of '92, led by cheerleader Cyndi Biagi, shows their spirit.

Joli Buel
Luis Buendia
Paul Buendia
Michelle Burnette
Gena Burton
Norma Burton

Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums
Life In The Fast Lane-

Kimm Clark
Susan Coady
Sarah Collins
Nichelle Corley
Brianna Croy
Melissa Danoff
Karin Davis
Jenny Demmert
David Denny
Dermian Denton
Scott Dossett
Deana Dougherty

Elissa Dwyer
Kase Elenberger
Ronda Erikson
An Evans
Marcie Fader
Jacky Ferguson

Above: Undecided- Andy Weimer, Joe Hasibar, Ty Vandergriff and Roy Swihart are "just doing their own thing." Right: Surprised- "What are you doing?!?" exclaims Cari Lindemann.

Right: Thrilled- "Oh, what a cute face you have," remarks Becca Valentine as she applies stage makeup on Jack Boulton.
Sophomores Don't Slow Down

When you think of being a sophomore, do you think of exciting, new and interesting? Or do you think of dull, boring and typical? Being a sophomore is full of excitement; we've discovered new and interesting things that as freshmen we couldn't have ever imagined were true. Our maturity? Well sure, we have plenty of time to work on that.

Looks are deceiving; sometimes you may not notice, but sophomores have more secret and creative forms of life. We get dreamers and searchers, workers, thinkers, troublemakers, regressors and procrastinators. There are always the days when a big paper is due, and everyone is staying afterschool to get their work finished. There are also the days when everyone is busy with their afterschool activities, whatever they may be.

What is the typical life of a sophomore? Is there really a typical day? Everything is so different and interesting, but don't forget fun! Sophomores just ease down the lane, we will take anything life puts in front of us.
92's Pride

Our class has got 'em all!

Yes, the class of '92 had them all; the best, the worst; the smart, the not so smart; the serious and the weird. We were a class of diversity, not all clones with a common goal in life. Our priorities differed in many ways, causing most of our unique differences.

An outstanding feature of our class was its physical strengths. We had many outstanding students that helped make up our reputation as "The Best". There was Gretchen Klein in cross country; the Hagan triplets in swimming, (Over half the team was made up of just sophomores!) In varsity basketball we cheered on Davy Price, Mike Vig, Kerri Humbeler, Amy Hartgenbush, and Jacqui Morin. Strong moves and crafty techniques made Tor Jorgenson and Louie Buendia the top of their class in wrestling.

Cheering for all of our great athletes were all the wild and wacky people from our class. These people had the lungs, voice, and pep to make our spirit soar over all the rest. They were the backbone of the Class of Ninety Two.

We were a class of many different styles and personalities; maybe that's what made us so great!
Below left: Backwards- Distracted, Brandi Allen strangles onlooking Jennifer Thompson, who smiles for the camera.

Below right: Triple Power- The Hagan triplets pose for their winning picture.

Aaron Hughes
Kerri Humleker
Amber Hustead
Joan James
Beverly Johnson
Tor Jorgensen

Andrea Joseph
Brian Kelly
Carolyn Kenyon
Kalina Kessler
Eric Kilbury
Amber Kile

Shawn Kimberley
Joel Kinunen
Gretchen Klein
Shane Klinger
Justina Knapp
Alice Kulinski

Kimberly Leeper
Mark Leo
Katherine Lewis
Keith Lewis
Cari Lindeman
Melissa Manske

Sophomores
Amy Marksheffel
Michael McAlpin
Renee McCauley
Kristi McDowell
Vanessa McElroy
Craig McIntosh
Tavis McLaughlin
Tawnya
Pam McMahon
Pamela Metcalf
Charles
Petzenberg
Lauren Miles
Lynnie Miller
Dawn Miller
Stacy Morin
SUBLE Moss
Gena Myerchin
Donjon (Bubba)
Sarvaez
Art Navales
Tina Nelson
Ashley Norris
Jenna
Sullivan
Sari Owens
Jodi Page
Cayla Painter

Above: In Style- Craig McIntosh and Donny Varnell show off the latest in eyewear.
Right: Toot toot!- Carrie Bilsborrow playing in Pep Band.

Step On It
In A Class By Itself

What does unique mean to you?

When people think of uniqueness, something strange usually comes to mind.

Picture a person with a purple and green mohawk, wearing an earring in his nose. Now that's definitely different!

There are other types of uniqueness that often go unnoticed. They are the little things that we all possess, like shocking red hair, big feet, green eyes, a clothing style, or even just an expression someone always uses.

Every class has something that makes them stand out, and the sophomore class was no exception. Now that we weren't freshmen anymore, we weren't afraid to be ourselves. Uniqueness was an important part of Kay-Hi, and so was the the Class of 1992!

Top: Two of a kind-Eric Kilbury and Scott Dossett show their pride in Pep Band.
Left: A vision of loveliness- Sarah Collins in the morning.
Forgotten

Have you ever gotten the feeling that although you're well down, nobody seems to know you exist, or at least try act that way? This feeling is part of life as a sophomore. We ended up feeling stuck in the middle of things. This experience shocked us, because we had gotten used to all the attention we had received as freshmen. It was a mystery to us as to why we had suddenly become so uninteresting. There was no longer last year's curiosity as to who we were, and we sure weren't seniors. We couldn't even be labeled as the next senior class. The sophomore class was just sort of there, a bunch of faces in the hall, not new and inexperienced, not old and wise, just familiar ... The forgotten class. And sometimes things just got plain boring. We were still loaded down with courses that were required for graduation, and with the few electives we did have left, we realized a further limitation: the fact that many of the electives that we wanted to take were limited to junior and seniors only, and that was final. I guess the biggest thing was that all of the excitement had worn off. We no longer saw Kayhi through the naive and wondering eyes of freshmen. We realized what the future held for us, and all that we saw was the hard work ahead.
Left: “Hmmm…” - Carrie Bilsborrow ponders over a difficult assignment.
Bottom: “You wouldn’t believe …” - Sarah Collins, Tasha Norris, and Amy Hartgenbush practice the art of gossip.

Christie Smith
William Sparks
Cynthia Stafford
Nathan Standridge
Scott Stevens
Tiflanie Stevens

Justin Stewart
Roy Swihart
Tanya Swink
Jarrod Tachell
Angie Taggart
Amanda Tennant

Clint Sherwood
No Limits!!

Watch us dominate.

When the class of 92' entered the halls of Kay-hi we took the rest of the student body by surprise. Our freshmen year was successful, but our sophomore year was even better. We more than proved our school spirit by winning the hall decoration contest two years in a row. We were confident that the next two victories would also be ours.

You could always recognize our faces in the crowds at the games cheering on our teams. We showed everybody that when we were together we could do whatever was needed.

We were all friends and had been for a long time. We were always there for each other. "The class of 92' forever."

Above left: Easy Sleeper- "Just give me five more minutes," whimpers Colleen Dougherty.

Above: "We will reign"- Strutting her stuff is Cindi Biagi as she cheers for the mighty Kings.
Left: *Hallow’s Eve*—"You’re never too old" says Heather Moss to Brandt Allen.
Below: *Chomp, chomp*—Little Davey Price takes a BIG mouth full.
Below: True Spirits - The freshmen class show the school that they do have it together.
It's Not Hopeless!

The worst is not always as bad as it seems.

Hopeless was a word that we used when we got our locker jammed or the part you wanted in the play went to someone else. When the blues set in, some people knew how to deal with them, and some didn't.

Here are a few ways.
- "I go to my bedroom and dance to some music."
- "I daydream about the summer."
- "I think of other stuff that isn't hopeless; stuff that is hopeful."

Above LEFT: Keep Working-"Working hard as a team sure pays off." Ryan Klinger says to Benita Lucas and Kyan Reeve as they think it's almost helpless.
Below: Braided Out - "Are you almost finished?" Nicole Zeiser wonders as Amber Haynes braids her hair.

Right: Hungry - "Give me some!" orders Ryan Klinger and Brooks Crockett as Jolene Lapinski hands over her M&M's.
We'll miss you, Misty

Friends will go anywhere with you, friends share the good and the bad. The times I shared with Misty were the best times I've ever had. Whenever it's cold and dark and lonely and when my heart was breaking too, when I needed someone to hold on to, the love of Misty came through. When I was facing a mountain of worry, that some people didn't understand, Misty stayed right there beside me willing to give me a hand. Friends will go anywhere with you, friends who really care. The times I really needed a friend, Misty would always be there. Whenever I was down and discouraged, the love of Misty never ended. My life was so much better for having known her love and the good love of friends. Wherever my life seems to take me, God tries to answer my prayer. If I'm needing somebody to talk to, a new friend will somehow be there.

-Julie Carson
Those Crazy Kids

What’s next?

The freshmen didn’t just show up on the high school scene—they exploded! The class of ’93 was full of enthusiasm. Who else could be as hyper and crazy as they were? (They obviously hadn’t heard of term papers yet!) Upperclassmen, though they didn’t always express it, appreciated the good humor the freshmen possessed. What a group! Let’s hope they’re always as rowdy as they can be!
What Faces! Showing their usual frosh cheerfulness are Rhonda Lundamo and Alicia Sturgess.
Who Said That

Right: Say What? - Even on stage, when composure is the most important thing, the ability to become dumb-founded is captured by Steve McKelvy. Maile Anslinger must have said something pretty exciting- maybe the wrong line?

Above: I don't believe it! - Whispering into the listening ears of Joey Sites is Jennifer Pujju. Whatever is being said between the two looks awfully exciting; the gossiping begins.

Shay Lebeau
Becky Lee
Brian Lewis
Hannah Lindsey
Thomas Ilanos

Amy Lockhart
Bonita Lucas
Rhonda Lundamo
Shane Mahn
Tammy McAllister

Maria McDaniel
Michael McDowell
Alysa McEachern
Dustie Mcgaughey
Cory McGuire

Step On It
Being a freshman is one of the best experiences a human being can have. The number one advantage to being a freshman is all the wonderful attention. The freshman girls think they have died and gone to heaven because they have never had so many guys pay them this much attention. The same goes for the freshman guys although their heaven doesn’t seem so pleasant; they receive just as much attention, but of a somewhat more violent nature. Either way, boy or girl, being a freshman is a lot of fun.

When you think of what it means to be a freshman, it is so much more than just being new. It means the beginning of a long journey down the road to success. Freshmen are at the bottom of the pole, but are quickly climbing. In three short years they will have reached that goal, but for now they remain fun-loving, new, and those among us who always seem to have a smile for the world. Freshmen, the world is your playground, so enjoy . . .
Above: Grasp the concept. A group of freshmen discuss becoming sophomores. Right: Let's dance! At her best is Nichole Zeiser.
Where did it go?

This year was full of surprises for the freshmen class. The first thing on our agenda was to elect class officers. When the vicious campaigns were over, Kyan Reeve was victorious as President, then Brooks Crockett for V.P. and Jennifer Pierce as Secretary-Treasurer. For our first year in high school, our class did quite well. In music some went to S.E. and All-State honor choir, and even a few went for band. Jackie Van Vleck made the girl’s varsity basketball team. Not all of our freshmen memories are good. Every single freshmen got the “Freshmen Rules” lecture. We handled that with ease, but what really struck us hard was the loss of a friend and classmate, Misty Etten. With all our ups and downs we seemed to make the year pass quickly. Not to mention we had a blast doing it! And we are planning on making the years to come even better.

Left: Are you serious?—Not believing, Cameo McRoberts talks to Karen Lansangan

Below: Look at those moves! - Watching the B-Ball game, Eric Adams points 'em out.

Joshua Smith
Kristal Sparks
Joyanne Spencer
Andrew Spokely
Rosie Spromberg

Laura Stafford
Alicia Sturgess
Darell Such
Trina Sullivan
Kyan Reeve

Freshmen
Transportation

Being a freshman isn't very easy. First of all, most of us enter high school at the age of fourteen and end our freshman year at fifteen. That means we can't drive. The only ways to get to school are walk, ride with our parents, or ride "The Bus." Walking is only good for those who live in walking distance from the school, and the weather isn't always nice. And parents aren't willing to give their child a ride to school every day. Most of us ride "The Bus." "The Bus" is always full, it stinks, and the bus drivers aren't always nice. They also leave at the same time everyday, so if you sleep through your alarm, you miss your only ride to school. It's just too hard to get to school. So if you're a freshman, tough.
Below: How do you do this?-Mr. Sander’s calculus class discusses the features of their graphing calculators. Left to Right: Mr. Sander, Jamie Stout, Leslie Mullen, Jim Rhodes, Katie Duckett, Arlo Midgett, Trevor Hayes, Michelle Arab and Cynthia Duehn.
Right: That looks like fun! Quanah LeCornu looks in on Lee Pearson, Brian Jimdar, Jodie Smith, and Patience Sherman.
Hooray!! I’m finally done! I finished writing my term paper, I’m all caught up on my late pre-calculus assignments, I wrote my quarter project for history, footnotes and all, and I finished writing up my biology lab. I must be a homework machine. All that and it’s only . . . 3 a.m.! How did it get that late?

True, things aren’t usually this hectic. This goes on only about 90% of the time. Why do we stay up this late for homework? We Kings are usually so busy with sports, plays, clubs, band, etc., that we hardly have time for homework. But as the cheer goes, we are the Kay-Hi Kings, and we can do anything! Not only do we do our homework, we do it well. That’s why our honor roll is a mile long.

Well, it’s 3 a.m. and that’s late enough for me. But wait! I have a major Spanish test tomorrow! Oh well, I hear the sunrise is beautiful this time of year.
Social Science

Hardships

Social Science is interesting most of the time. But, when we have spent a semester on Egypt in World History, it's time to move on. As we struggle through History, Psychology, Debate, or any other Social Science classes, our enthusiasm dims, and we try to get through without having it destroy our GPAs. No one ever told us high school would be easy. I guess I knew: Satires—Another way Jason Wick uses to catch up on current events.

Top: Tools—The microfiche is shown to us by David Short and Lisa Walker.

Right: Sssshh—Intensified learners are Don Longley and Rex Seley.
Below: News—Eyeging the latest news are Carl Sears, Carolyn Duehn, and April Benes.
Now and Then

When I took my first history class, I thought that it would be just another boring class. A class that consisted of relearning the states, their capital, state flowers, basic boring subjects that come with every year of history. It wasn’t. We learned more about the U.S., world history, communism, and democracy. We learned new concepts and new people that we have never learned of before. I’m sure that some people may find history or social sciences boring, but to me it has opened up an entirely new area unlike any other. What could be more exciting than learning about the past involving your ancestors and their accomplishments?

Left: History!- Pictures are worth a thousand words as seen by TY Vandergriff.

Teachers...

People in our society have both the privileges and responsibilities of citizens of the United States. In order to meet those challenges, they have to understand how we got there and how to move us into the future. I wanted to be a social science teacher from the time I was in high school. History always seemed to be the most interesting subject for me, and government one of the most practical. Besides as a teacher, I have the opportunity to yell at Dave Smith every day!!!

Mr. Cote

Left: Papers!- The day chores of a teacher in action portrayed by Mr. Cote.

Left: Research. “Remember how easy last year’s social science was?” states Tracy Sund to freshman Penny Hamlin and Noah Zeiser.
Yes, Science! Where ground breaking discoveries are found to unlock the mysteries of the universe right before your very eyes! The place where the big thinkers can unravel the ways of nature into long, intricate, and arduous experiments.

Preparation! Randy Bromley reads up on his science.

Above, left: Exciting! Great care is taken by Bill Urquhart as he ventures his experiment. Above: Minor Setback. The joys of Physical Science can be seen on Tracey Sund's face.

Above: Not quite scientists yet. Chemistry friends Danielle Buster, Jason Wallin, and Brian Jimdar aren't quite sure if it will explode or not.
Mr. Myerchin has been working in this school district for twenty-six years. He has been a dedicated teacher of physics, chemistry, and algebra. Mr. Myerchin has become a highly recognized instructor amongst the students of Kayhi. His two most-known quotes are "Gosh" and a longly exclaimed, "Hmmmmm?"

Above: Helpful! Everyone needs a little help sometimes. Todd Bright seeks help from Mr. Myerchin.
Top: Don't you understand? Trying to explain the "Pythagorean theorem" to Tony Gossman, Darrel Such emphasizes certain points.

Above: Dozing- "Hmm... I wonder if the teacher would notice it if I just left?", thinks Julie Carson.

Learning by Osmosis- Trying out his new method of memorizing, Craig McIntosh flips through the chapters of his math book.
The Kay-Hi Number Daze

"Math class just drives me crazy!"

Math: Weren't there times when you just didn't understand? There always seemed to be a brick wall a mile high between you and your teacher. All year we would attempt the climb to the other side where things come easy. Only a select few made it over. We didn't hear from them very often; they were in a world of their own.

Teachers sometimes tried to ease our strain and confusion caused by their class by adding "little things" to our daily routine. Mr. Sander's attempt was his new fish aquarium, home to Gengis "Bob" and Robbin Givons, (Mike Tyson died earlier in the year). Mr. Hamlin thrilled us with his wild stories of Sasquach and space aliens. Nice try, teachers. There still was that mile high wall to climb. Climbing lessons anyone?

Wake Up! Math class was just too thrilling for Jim Rhodes.

Jackie Archibald
Algebra

Dick Hamlin
Algebra

John Luhrs
Basic Math

Dick Sander
Geometry, Calculus, Trig.

Cathy Tillotson
Geometry, Algebra

Problems- Do Mr. Sander and Moogie Valentine always work on Lee Warren's book?
English

Above: Did you say catch? - Miming the wonderful game of basketball for speech and drama, Bill Meck and Marvin Atkinson practice this hard-to-learn art. This year Mrs. Clare Patton left her beloved Spanish class to teach mime to Mrs. Knapp's speech and drama class.

Right: It's due today? - Remembering at the last minute, Brent Wilson quickly types out his homework before the hour is up. Time sure was cut this year in the computer lab. Hearing many people complain about the lack of upkeep was also a big concern, for those who used the school's lab.

Below: Tell us more, Mrs. Bloom! - Gathering around eagerly are Traci Anderson, David Ketah, Trevor Hayes, Cynthia Duehn, Shannon Overton, Leslie Mullen, Mrs. Bloom, and Angie Ahlstrom.
This was the last year for two wonderful English teachers, Mrs. Margot Miller and Mrs. Barbara Knapp. Mrs. Miller has been at Kayhi for twenty-five years, and Mrs. Knapp finished at seven years. Both teachers plan to relax with their husbands and be grandmas. We Kayhi would like to wish them the best luck in the future.

Left: Did you read this book? If you happened to be a senior last year your answer would have to have been yes. Reading Cry, the Beloved Country, Bill Bird realizes how much fun it is to find out about South Africa.
Let's Get Physical

Squeezin' it all in

Physical Education. We all know what it is; we all need it. No pain, no gain. Everyone wants to keep in shape. Maintaining a steady workout five days a week at school proved beneficial to some.

Doubling up the classes was a necessity. There were at least two different classes exercising at once every hour. The aerobics class used the front of the gym while the weightlifters used the back. We at Kayhi are a close family. But we aren't that snug; more room to move about would have felt a lot better. Kayhi's students, however, took into account the extra bodies and sometimes distracted each other, but it was fun.

Physical education is an important part in a healthy student's life. The varied selection of these activities offered an opportunity to everyone. Toning, tuning, competing, striving, or playing—each individual met their own personal goals, and that's why they chose a phys. ed. class.

Maynard, Goffinet and Vincent were the brave ones who took on the challenge of "reforming" these kids. Their goal wasn't to make them into totally buffed power machines, but to help them develop a healthy habit of staying in shape.

Swimming, weightlifting, aerobics, dance and regular p.e. were probably the most active electives a person could choose. These classes helped relieve what one student referred to as "Sleep-walking Syndrome." Many were glad these activities were offered to help diminish the stress of regular classes.
Left: I'm not gonna do that! Walking like a chicken, Myra Kahle tries to teach Becky Burns the moves.
Above: Jumpshot- Up and over their heads, David Ketah tries to make 2 points.
Top Left: Hold On Tight- Always there to help, Mr. Maynard and Guthrie Zastrow spot Matt Baumgartner when he tries to max out.
Top right: Muscle Man- Pumping some iron, Craig Kistler works on building up his arms.
It happens every year. Among the fine faculty at Kayhi, retirement takes over, and it’s time for some to say goodbye. Unfortunately, this was Mr. Landis’ last year teaching. Bob was sad to leave, and said he would miss his students. He enjoyed the challenges and rewards of teaching photography and advising the yearbook staff. Mr. Landis will stick around though; he’ll probably find himself dropping in and helping out while he continues learning himself.

Above: *This Just Isn’t My Color*- Mixing paint, Nicole Blake tries to achieve the right effect.
Right: *Very Carefully*- Adjusting parts, Pat Simmons hopes he put the right screw in the right place.
Choices...
Your future

When we're all grown up and are living a successful life, we will look back and remember the important role those high-school elective classes played. They influence these classes have on our future decisions are unconscious topics. Yet we would have been clueless as to our interests if we hadn't experimented with the various electives offered. We developed preferences, and these usually reflected our abilities and interests in certain areas. Believe it or not they helped us make career and future decisions. Those students who in Home-Ec managed to set fire to everything they touched probably (hopefully) decided not to become bakers. And the ones who blew up every other engine in auto shop probably weren't very successful mechanics. While some found their niche early, others had to bounce around until they discovered their field of study. These career-oriented classes offered at Kayhi provided even more knowledge expansion and high school credits. They helped us learn about our interests and apply decisions that led us down the path to our own personal success.

Randy Bjur
Band
Don Dillenburg
Computers, Newspaper
Jerry Hughes
Choir

Phil Jackson
Auto Shop
Steve Kinney
Maritime
Krista Luhrs
Homeskills, Fast-Foods

Bruce McFadden
Woodshop
Bob Olson
Electronics
Clare Patton
Spanish

Barbara Pearce
Indian Art
Larry Tillotson
Auto Shop
Mary Jo Turek
Foreign Languages

Left: I wish I were a kid again- Getting into the spirit of things, Pam Metcalf helps her little friend make a Christmas stocking.

Above: Doesn't That Look Delicious?--From the Fast Foods class, Jesse Ellenberger, Brent Shaffer, Susan Coady and Jennie McGarrrigan are busy preparing the day's lunch.
They’re All Human

Kids don’t realize that faculty and teachers are just regular people.

Working in the office was a blast. Connie, Sylvia, and Sara were like your mothers or sisters. If you needed help with anything they were there to help you. Mr. Hewitt was like the brother you never had; he was just a lot of fun to be around. Then of course there was Mr. Pennington who was like an uncle. He was always there to lend a hand, but also there to keep you in line. Mr. Holst was the father who made all of the decisions.

Working in the office was a lot of fun and work. You got to answer the phone, roam the halls, and if you got to the office early enough, you got to pick what kind of doughnut you wanted.

I will always remember the days of being an office aid. From frantic to calm, the office was always a great place!
The Kayhi faculty brought us through the school year successfully. They put the students’ and staff’s needs before their own. Some of us wondered if Mr. Holst and Pennington camped out on their couches. All of their dedication was greatly appreciated.

Left: Serious Snickers - The Senior’s pep rally skit had a great addition when Mr. Pennington portrayed a blind and biased referee. Michelle Arab gladly takes the ball.

Top: Too Much Paper Work - The job is never done for housing chairperson, Stephanie Manske and activities director, Mr. Hewitt.

Above Left: Our principal Mr. Holst isn’t always an angel. Jena Arntzen caught him!

Above Center: Rush Hour - “Does the line ever end?” wonders attendance secretary Debby Adams. She’s helping Katie Dukett and Dan Buendia.

Left: Office Appeal - What senior guy didn’t have a crush on Sara Marks, Sylvia Warren, Debby Adams, and Connie Clement in the office??!
Right: *Round and round* - Slade O'Neill and Mr. Kinunen cheer on Muji Valentine, clean up man for Pep Club.

Below: *Christmas songs* - Back row: Angie Taggart, Becca Valentine, Jennifer Boyd, and Martha Anslinger. Front row: Jennifer Thompson, Megan Neilson, Krisan Patterson, Elizabeth Barry, Colleen Dougherty, and Alicia Sturgess in *The Best Christmas Pageant Ever*. 
How could we possibly fit more into our schedules? Well, somehow we did, and were involved with the organizations at Kayhi. They were the different classes and clubs that we didn't have to be in but wanted to.

On top of after school jobs, homework and sports, we voiced our opinions at SBA meetings, yelled for the Kings at basketball games, played in the Southeast Music Festival, and memorized hundreds of lines for the school plays.

There were all kinds of activities to choose from, and in 1990 two new groups were introduced: the Video Club and Natural Helpers.

All in all, organizations played an important role in the school issues of 1989-90, and recognized the achievements of our students.
et me tell you, a lot of joking, money, time, sweat, and temper tantrum went into making this book. At times we all wanted to throw in the towel, but every time we saw our finished layouts we knew it was worth it. Although the year started off slowly, we all thought that the work would get easier; wrong it seemed like it got harder. What made “Willi” different from the previous years were all of the new and improved ideas that Christine Elberson, Sheri Harbour, Kristen Raitanen, and Brenda Fitzgerald brought back with them from 89’ summer yearbook seminar in Santa Barbara, California. The most valuable thought that they brought back was “no matter how high the rollercoaster is, you have to ride it out, because at the end you’ll find you had fun.”

With all of the pop, candy, doughnuts and Mr. Landis’ singing the year really cruised by.

Above Right: “Willi’s” model-Even when she’s working Melissa Dwyer seems to look posed.
Kay-Hi Captured In A Flash

Aspiring photographers learn the fundamentals.

Photographers can be a very interesting subject, and the students in the classes made it fun. The photography classes were filled with new students. Most were freshmen and sophomores; however, there were a few juniors and seniors.

Left: "I'm the one who's supposed to take the pictures." - We're not sure if Ralph Lewis can pass for a tourist Santa Claus. Keep trying Ralph.

First year students learned fundamentals, and their subject matters ranged from pictures in the dark to their most favorite subject, the sun. The Photo II classes were allowed to freelance and help out Williwaw, but Photo I put in their hours for them also.

As the year progressed, the improvement in everybody's work was quite evident. The Williwaw class thanks them for all of their support.


Above: "This isn't hard" - We get a not-so-pleasant look from Malissa Peters as Ericka Diment gives helpful hints.

Top Rt: "Boy those doughnuts look good" - The extra benefits in Photography are observed by Shelley Burnette.


Organizations
Helping Comes Naturally

Kayhi's peer counselors recognized

An important addition to Kayhi this year was a special group of students. For the benefit of the whole student body, these students were specially trained to help their peers.

Natural Helpers, they were titled, and they were voted on by the students themselves. The results of a survey of what person you would turn to in time of need elected these helpers. On a weekend retreat to George Inlet Lodge, counselors and trained advisors showed these students the proper techniques in dealing with people and their problems. Any Kayhi student in need of someone to help them, or listen to them or just be there for them, now could turn to someone they could count on. Other than teachers or adults, students seem to relate to their peers and are more likely to turn to them in time of need. So these peer counselors were an important asset to students' well being.

These Natural Helpers were: Michelle Arab, Kelly Berg, Dan Buendia, Becky Burns, Heizelle Cadiente, Kim Clark, Christi Clay, Tim Dawson, Clint Faulkner, Kirsti Gardiner, Brian Gray, Dan Kimball, Ralph Lewis, Kristin Patterson, Jennifer Pierce, Thomas Llanos, Traci Madden, Beth McLaughlin, Jenny Morin, Carma Oaksmith, Todd Weiber, Andrea Zeizer, Nicole Zeiser.

Top Right: That was a good one-smiling, Tracy Madden and Kristin Patterson listen intently.
Above: Did you say you were hungry? Taking time out to play in the snow are B.J. Gray, Dan Buendia and Christi Clay.

92 Car Pool

Center: Friends- Shaking on it are Tim Dawson and James Llanos.
Left: From left to right, back to front: Tim Dawson, Kristin Patterson, Jennifer Pierce, Becky Burns, James Llanos, Michelle Arab, Beth McLaughlin, Jennie Morin, Andrea Zeizer, Heizelle Cadiente, Tracy Madden, Kim Clark, Kirsti Gardiner, Carma Oaksmith, Julie Berkey, Mrs. Hunt, Mrs. Luhrs, Mr. Stewart, Ralph Lewis, Mr. Holst, Dan Kimball.

A new organization this year was the Video Club. An active addition to Kayhi's opportunities, this group was very useful to the whole school. They were in charge of all the video taping and filming of school activities. Class projects, basketball games, pep assemblies, and anything that needed to be, was captured on film to be remembered and cherished. Mrs. Jenkinson and Mr. Dillenburg supervised the students. They had a lot of "high tech" equipment to experiment with and they learned all the steps in the production process. Dubbing and editing were the final steps, and these skills came in very handy in the group's efforts at putting together a video yearbook: a live version of all the important moments we shared at Kayhi in '89 and '90.

Members were: President-Rodney Short, Vice President-Tim Dawson, Ronald Cannon, Anton Doiron, Misty Franklin, Sam Galluzzo, Brian Gray, Trevor Hayes, Bill Meck, Marvin Prather, Joe Sears, Clifford Sherman, Patience Sherman, Lisa Walker, Mary Gardner, and Jim Rhodes.

Above: Concentration-Dubbing and editing a video is Trevor Hayes.

Top: Just point and shoot-Getting the subject into focus are Gary Leeper and Veronica Gonzalez.
Kayhi's Debate Team got off to a great start at the Ketchikan Tournament with the team of Mark Leo and Maile Anslinger finishing first-and with an undefeated record. The team was young, with only one senior, Kirsti Gardiner. Kirsti was a real team leader for the rest of the Kings. The Debate Team was no longer being coached by Mrs. Sande, but rather Mr. Cote. With the loss of many fine debaters, Kayhi seemed to have suffered a little. But, Ketchikan's Debate Team was a strong force in Southeast Alaska Forensics.

Below: Just one more minute please! Working on those dreaded debate cards, Jeremy Aldrich studiously gets them done.

Right: Ok, Ok, I got the picture! - Watching and waiting, Rob Hagan listens to advice.

Right: I told you so! Just minutes before a big debate Kirsti Gardiner, Mark Leo, and Natasha Norris joke trying to calm each others nerves.
his last year was wonderful for the Drama Club. Involvement and interest in the dramatic arts was substantially increased, and the Drama Club performed three plays. The Cinderella Waltz and The Best Christmas Pageant Ever were both performed in late 1989. The play A Mid-Summers Night Dream was saved for the spring. Kayhi lost director Barbara Knapp. For those of you who wonder what it would be like to be in a play, stop wondering and try it. Drama is like one big family, throughout the years many friendships grow, and you have a chance to make some friends you'll never forget.

Top: Listen to those words of wisdom! Speaking out is Gladys Herdman played by Jennifer Pulju. Listening is Steve McKelvy, David Weberg, Mac Dahl, Kirsti Gardiner, Misty Franklin and Beth McLaughlin.

Left: Is that Heaven I see? - Looking toward the night sky is Katie Duckett, playing the part of Rosie in Cinderella Waltz.

Above: I'm not crazy, I just look it! - Playing the role of Mother Snow is Jennifer Thomsen.
All This And Brains Too?

Scholars Dig

Academic Decathlon is a ten-event contest that tests students in the areas of, economics, fine arts, language and literature, mathematics, science, and social studies. Academic Decathlon gives students a chance to broaden their academic horizons. Each year the national event took a different focus. In 1987 the focus was aviation, in 1988 it was the presidency, and 1989-'90 it was the American Indian. The 89-90 team was composed of Trevor Hayes (captain), Rob Damiano, Cynthia Duehn, Jim Rhodes, Chris Holderith, Zach LaPierre, Allison Jackson, Troy Hayes, Carolyn Duehn, Patience Sherman, and John Stighall.

Ketchikan's Team competed regionally at Ketchikan and Juneau during the fall and winter.

Above Right: What's the check for? Preparing their students for competition, Mr. Sander and Mr. Wipflie joke with Chris Holderith.

Above: Say Cheese! The 89-90 Academic Decathlon Team is composed of these fine

Right: "Where is that quotation?" Working studiously Carolyn Duehn prepares for the next brain strain.
Baby Talk

Students communicate

Child development, an unbeatable experience in applied child psychology. Students learn about the physical, intellectual, and emotional development of children through practical experience. They study communication skills, discipline techniques, and motor development of children of various ages and stages. Students plan activities appropriate to the child's intellectual and physical development and implement these activities in local daycare facilities twice a week. On-hand experience, what a fun way to learn!

Students enrolled in the class were pursuing careers in psychology, social work, teaching, early childhood education, and medically related fields. Five of the students were working at local daycare facilities. Three of them were hired because of their involvement with the program.

The students really enjoyed the class and felt strongly about the whole experience. "Every student should be required to take this class; every person who plans to have children someday should take this course."

"There should be a law requiring every future parent to take this class!" (Tracy Anderson).

Top: Swoooosh! With open arms, Michelle Page catches the little girl flying toward her.

Above: Sticking Together-Pasting and gluing is a bonding experience, realizes Jennifer Freeman.

Above: Making Pals- A new-found little friend helps show Becky Burns how to have some fun.
Getting High On Flying

Mr. Hamlin's Aviation class takes to the sky!

Of all the classes to take, aviation was one of the most interesting. There was a lot more to learning about aviation than just learning how to fly. You had to know about weather, how to load the plane, even knowing how to work with charts had to be mastered. The majority of the class felt getting to fly a Cessna 150 was the best part of the class. This was not a very big plane, but it took you into an entirely different world. The class is a must for anyone who enjoys flying!

Right: What a crowd! The attention is centered on Air Force R.O.T.C cadet John Emig. His interested listeners include Jason Baker.

Above: Aviation Class—Natasha Baumgartner, Trudy Abuhl, Scott Nevil, Carlen Lundberg, Mary Gardiner, Ericka Diment, Ken Miller, Jason Wick, Dean Lukin, Greg Hazelquist, Jason Baker, Brian Schelein and Mr. Dick Hamlin.

Above: Oh Really- Air Force information is given to Mr. Hamlin's Aviation class by Kayhi alumni John Emig.
Gone Fishing

Maritime students learn the tools of trade.

Way up here in Southeast Alaska, we are surrounded by water. The sea is very important to us, it being a way of life for some, or a place for leisure to others. That's why our Maritime class played such a big role in educating its students. Studying navigational aids, safety and emergency procedures, fishing techniques and frequent trips on the school's fishing boat, Jack Cotant, give the students hands-on experience.

Above: Sitting Back- Surviving easily, Dan Kimball kicks back.

Below: Net Work- Dan Kimball carefully repairs damaged nets.

Below: I haven't drowned yet!- yells Tavis McLaughlin.
Music Department, the door read. It should have read "Local Zoo." You tuned your instrument, opened your folder, and waited for the zookeeper to give the commands. The Bandmaster, Bjur bellowed over the harmonic activity. The animals were tuned and ready to play. Their instruments ranged from the bulky tuba to the tiny piccolo. The band department consisted of a jazz band, which had a really hot brass and sax section, concert band, with people striving to be the best; and we can't forget the biggest and best band, symphonic band. This was the place where you achieved awesome music capabilities. Of course, band didn't always resemble a zoo. Sometimes these musicians were quite tame. But like any band, some days we just couldn't get it together. Other than that, Kayhi had the hottest band in Southeast.

Top: Rest-Noel Villaflor and Jeff Smith wait for their cue. Above: Concentration-Melissa Manske and Jean Cain feel the music.

Left: "Ho Ho Ho!" Jenny Morin gets into the spirit for the Christmas concert.

Keeping Time—Dean Lukin and Shane Nevil provide the harmony. Colleen Dougherty and Molly Murphy await their turn.

Just Right—Trisha Loitz exhibits her skill as a band member.

"Slow Down!"—Jason Williams and Lee Pearson keep a close eye on their music.

The Best-State musicians Cathy Garber and Brent Purvis, with director Randy Bjur.

"Organizations"
What was choir and what was it all about? Choir was a time of fun and seriousness. However, it was not just fun and games as some people liked to think. A lot of kids signed up for it thinking, "No problem!" Or they thought they could just take a class for an easy 'A'. Wrong! We still got graded, and it was possible to get a 'D' or worse! Everyday we started out with exercises, stretches and massaging.

We went up and down scales to loosen our vocal chords. All this wasn't as easy as it sounded. Choir was fun, though, because we got to go to Southeast Honor Choir and State Honor Choir, which was a great opportunity to meet lots of people and have a good time. Then in April we got to go to Music festival. At Music Fest, all the choirs from S.E. got judged. All that traveling made choir that much more fun!
Above: *One, Two, Three*—Leading the choir on the right beat is director Mr. Hughes.

Left: *A High Note*—Hit by Molly Murphy and Vanessa McElroy while Brooks Crockett is still thinking about it.


Above: *No More!*—This is the end of sightreading for Greta Myerchin.
Pepsters: "An absolutely insane individual overcome with the overwhelming desire to scream their head off while cheering on a group of their peers chasing after an orange ball, and trying to throw it into a hole." These people can be found in one place only, the Kayhi Pep club. This institution is designed for these people. Here they know no boundaries. As the cheers rage on, no adult dares to come near the king of the Pepsters—simply known as Brent. Engages verbal war on our opponents. Some say the Tribe was stronger in the past, but we know that's not true.

Above: Go! Fight! Wint! Exclaims Billy Meck.
Right: Go kings! Yell Amy Markshef-fel, and Jennifer Freeman

Below: OOOH!!! Those basketball players are good! Proclaims Carma Oaksmith.
Right below: "90" Pep Club- cheers Kayhi to victory.
Below: Toot-Toot! Playing his distinctly Radical trombone is "The Prez.", Brent Purvis
Left: Club spirit combined with Pep Band, creates strange results.

With 15 minutes before the varsity game, the crowd is restless with anticipation. They see the locker room door start to crack open. The crowd leaps to its feet as our team darts out onto the court. Music enters their bodies. It's not just any music, it's the music created by Randy Bjur's Pep Band. The mighty sound is heard by all. Once inside you, it will make your body experience strange and unusual changes (like balding, in the case of Mr. Bjur). The music causes the crowd to turn Wild Boar Psycho as our school cheers on our team to Victory.

Pep Band

With 15 minutes before the varsity game, the crowd is restless with anticipation. They see the locker room door start to crack open. The crowd leaps to its feet as our team darts out onto the court. Music enters their bodies. It's not just any music, it's the music created by Randy Bjur's Pep Band. The mighty sound is heard by all. Once inside you, it will make your body experience strange and unusual changes (like balding, in the case of Mr. Bjur). The music causes the crowd to turn Wild Boar Psycho as our school cheers on our team to Victory.
Assignment: Youth Politics

Is government alive?

In student government, students learned early the ways of running a well-organized meeting. Students are given the chance to express their feelings about issues that affect them in school. We learn to deal with these problems and find ways to solve them the best that we can, learning in the process that you can’t please everyone.

S.B.A. tried to take a more involved role this year. We already had taken on some important tasks. One was asking the Coliseum Theater to improve their facilities to be handicap accessible. We also resolved the smoker’s corner problem to be the city’s responsibility. In doing that we passed a resolution declaring a 1000 ft. drug-free zone, to end this long time problem once and for all. Other routine chores included trying to keep the phone on the wall and taking over King’s Knights. King’s Knights was the only way S.B.A. raised money for its funds. This was achieved by having students volunteer their time to watch the doors and balconies during basketball games.

The use of parliamentary procedure was greatly enforced this year to initiate better meetings and to accomplish issues of concern.


Above: Parliamentary blues - Learning the ropes are Robin Strunk and Chris Logg.

The Teachers Stand Down

Teachers at Kayhi had some very difficult decisions to make this year. Reactions to a district-imposed agreement (rather than one negotiated by both parties) were generally negative. What resulted was the "Work to the Rule" position, and this was honored by teachers whenever possible.

Students and faculty both suffered in many ways, the most obvious being the lack of after-school effort put forth by the teachers. Teachers found it difficult to not be available to students. Students found extra help in their classes to be scarce.

The most obvious effect seemed to be that many teachers and students alike became apathetic and unwilling to expend the extra efforts that had made academics and activities special in the past. Hopefully the stand down will end.

Below: Supervision by whom?
Teacher "absentee" questions by Russ Thomas.
Anti-communist protests flourished in the Eastern Bloc including Bulgaria, where 50,000 people demanded the arrest of former Communist party chief Todor Zhivkov.

Holting their World Series trophy is outfielder Rickey Henderson, reliever Dennis Eckersly, Series MVP Dave Stewart and third baseman Carney Lansford.

Actor-comedian Arsenio Hall made his debut as a late-night talk show host on “The Arsenio Hall Show.” Robert DeNiro, left, was among Hall’s celebrity guests.

“I’m not finished yet,” said Mick Jagger when the Rolling Stones embarked on a 36-city $70-million tour, the band’s first in 10 years.

Paula Abdul, a former Los Angeles Lakers cheerleader, sang and danced her way to four MTV awards for her hit single “Straight Up.”

Auto designer Mark Jordan unveiled a new classic, the Mazda Miata, which became one of the hottest-selling sports cars in the U.S.
Cincinnati Reds manager Pete Rose was thrown out of the game for the last time after evidence revealed he placed bets on his own team.

Televangelist Jim Bakker waves goodbye for 45 years after being found guilty of 24 counts of fraud and conspiracy.

Douglas Wilder flashes the victory sign after capturing the Virginia governorship and becoming the first elected black governor in U.S. history.

Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev promised Pope John Paul II the USSR had changed its attitude on religious freedoms during the first-ever meeting between a Kremlin chief and a pontiff.

Eleven-million gallons of crude oil swirled on the surface of Alaska’s Prince William Sound after the tanker Exxon Valdez ran aground, creating the worst oil spill in U.S. history.

Hurricane Hugo ravaged the South Carolina coast in September, leaving $3 billion in property damages in its wake.
Right: Ready for action-Becky Jackson as the Joker in "Batdance".
Below: Words of encouragement-Kyan Reeve gets a little advice from Coach Mogen.
Teamwork

Everyone seemed to be involved with one or more sporting activities at Kayhi. No matter what we did, we had to have motivation, drive, and a deep desire to succeed. When delving into the world of athletics, time became a valuable commodity. School days were frantic with people trying to catch up on work they missed while they were gone.

Travelling to other towns was unique due to the fact that we lived on an island. Sometimes we were fortunate enough to get there via AK Airlines, but other times we had a long, bumpy ride on the ferry. Then we waited to see if we were housed with people who believed in Captain Crunch, or ones who came from another planet. After getting settled, it was time for an intense battle in enemy territory. In the end, the Kings usually came out on top.
K-Highlites
Command Attention

Kayhi-Drill Team—Sparkle-Shine!" And that's just what this talented group of girls did when they took the floor at game time. The music blasted, and the K-Highlites shone! This year's group of 29 girls did exceptionally "superior". They put new music, new moves, plenty of variety. But to an energetic bunch of performers, drill team meant much more than practicing and performing. Very special bonds of friendship were shared. Each knew what it was like to put up, lose part of their costume, pull a muscle, and how spectacular it felt to have a successful performance.

What made a successful performance? The crowd! And what made the crowd cheer? Was it Batman's originality? The military's sharpness? Or RoboCop's funkiness? Whatever made this year one of the K-Highlites' best, we're sure gladly had it!

Top Right: Reach! Seanna O'Sullivan and Heizelle Cadiente doing a military drill.
Right: Sparkle! Traci Madden is all dressed up to do Robocop.


Left: Bardance - "I got you now," snickers Batman (Tracii Madden), as she drags off joker (Becky Jackson).

Below: Hot, Hot, Hot - Left to Right: Jeanne Perry, Seanna O'Sullivan, Nicole Zeiser, Brandi Allen, Jackie Lowell and Heizelle Cadiente.

Above: Look Out! - Rhonda Aquipel is on the move.
Cheerleading!

Making of a Champion!!

Having the longest season, the Varsity and J.V. Cheerleaders kept the spirit at K-High going, along with the Pep Club and Pep Band. Both squads went through many changes. But they worked together and stayed together. On the Varsity squad Jennifer Jackson, Jennifer Toledo, Heather Thynes, Heidi Spurgeon, and Julie Berkey enthusiastically supported the Kings. The hard working J.V. squad that consisted of Melissa Dwyer, Amber Kyle, Jill Gla­spey, Cindy Biagi, Kim Clark, and Karen Lansangan cheered on the J.V. Team. The squads were coached by Dena Conley and Judy Christensen. The basketball teams appreciated the support of the cheerleaders. All the effort showed when the crowd responded with excitement. A new addition to our Pep club was our mascot, Mark Nelson. Dressed as a King Salmon he gave new meaning to the word “Spirit”. All in all we were proud to say we were a part of K-High and the excitement of the year.

Above: KHS is The Best! - Taking time for a picture is the J.V. squad, Amber Kyle, Karen Lansangan, Kim Clark, Cindy Biagi, Jill Gla­spey and Melissa Dwyer. Right: All Smiles! - Giving a supporting smile is Cindy Biagi.

Below: Go Kings! - Joining Angela Wendte, Jasmine Stewart and Carrie Humelocker is Heidi Spurgeon, Jennifer Jackson, Heather Thynes, Jennifer Toledo and Julie Berkey.

Far Left: Build it up! - Building the spirit up are the Varsity Cheerleaders, Heather Thynes, Julie Berkey, Heidi Spurgeon, Jennifer Jackson and Jennifer Toledo. Above: Time out! - A time to relax is welcomed by Heidi Spurgeon, Heather Thynes, Jennifer Toledo, Julie Berkey and Jennifer Jackson. Let's yell! - Getting the crowd going is Heather Thynes.
The 1989-90 swim year was truly a memorable one. We were led by two new coaches, Gary Crowe coming from the east, and Linda Mancuso, who was a "true bred" New Yorker.

The two led our boys to be southeast champions again and pushed the girls to set new personal records. Both coaches added something fun and different to rigorous hours of training. Gary and Linda surely made the ride much more enjoyable!

Above: Taking the time to rest, Randy Taylor, Colleen Dougherty, and Glenn Jefferies all have their ways to relax.
ate The Lanes

so come along for the ride

Below: Headed Home- Adryn Miller and Trish Loitz along with the whole gang, take pride in being back on King soil.

Left: Disguised- Coaches Gary Crowe and Linda Mancuso look innocent now, but when practice time comes …

Above: Waiting it out- Easing the anxiety caused waiting for an event, Brad Hagan chats with Andy Weimer.

Sports 117
Kings Make A Splash

The Winning Feeling

"Swimmers up! Take your marks! BEEP!" These were the words Kayhi swimmer heard right before he/she dove into the water, ready to beat a Juneau, Sitka, or Petersburg swimmer.

Like all sports, swimming required many hours of hard work just to keep in shape. We worked out twice a day with practices starting in August. Monday through Friday, we arrived at the pool at 6:00 a.m. Many of us moaned and groaned, but in the long run, we knew it was worth the effort.

The competition of swimming is different from that of any other sport. When you swim a race, you’re doing it for the team, but the feeling you get from winning or improving your time is something you do for yourself.

This year the boy’s team was undefeated in Southeast. Although the girls tried their hardest, they didn’t do as favorably, and will, we hope, win it all for next year. Our swim team was very strong in 1989-90, and we’re sure to take state soon!
Below: Wiped out- Adryn Miller rests after swimming an exciting race.

Left: Team Captains- Glenn Jeffries and Jena Arntzen. 
Starting Over

Cross Country rebuilds

Cross Country was awesome as always. We had our third coach in three years, and it looked like Greg Kolean would be sticking around for awhile.

At the end of the season, we had just three girls and four boys. Despite this handicap, we still beat our rivals, the Juneau Bears.

Junior Gretchen Klein easily took Southeast, but had to work hard to take tenth at State. Next year she's sure to come out on top.

With no seniors on the team, our underclassmen did great! Martha Anslinger and Tom Green placed in the top ten at the Southeast meet in Sitka, and competed at State their freshman year, an accomplishment both will surely improve upon.
Above: Oh no, a camera! Martha Anslinger never thought she'd have to worry about having her picture taken.

Left: Anxious - Looking for their teammates, Gretchen Klein and Krisan Patterson wait at the finish line.
"C" Is For Challenge

They've got what it takes

Being on the "C" team was challenging in many different ways. Our goal was to gain as much experience as possible, so we had scrimmages and games against anybody! Our team worked hard and had a lot of potential. Playing was great because everybody always put forth their best effort. Although we didn't enjoy sitting on the bench (when the J.V. helped us play), we had a chance to see the plays in action and learned how to make them work even better! Over sea, over land, by airplane, boat, and bus we travelled for the honor of playing the greatest game on earth. Our most memorable trip was definitely Prince Rupert. Despite the rough treatment on court, weird rules, and blind referees, we proved to be the better, eh? We ate enough food to put a supermarket out of business! Though it may not always have been fun, we have to admit that playing on the "C" team was rewarding.

Right: Control-Setting up the play, Heather Moss waits for an opportunity to score.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1989-90 Scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Craig 39 Kayhi 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig 30 Kayhi 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig 26 Kayhi 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrace 22 Kayhi 33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1989-90 Girls "C" Team-
Back row: Sarah Collins, Kara Hendricks, Amber Haynes
Middle row: Heather Moss, Gretchen Keln, Laura Stafford
Front row: Dustie McGaughey, and Coach Le-Compte

Right: Concentrate!-Getting ready to sink her free throw, Amber Haynes is calm, cool, and collected.
Above: Burn! - Taking it in with her strong left is Diane Blair.

1989-90 Junior Varsity team
Back row: Tasha Norris, Shelley Burnett, Alysa McEachern Middle row: Rhonda Lundamo, Niki Rhyner, Becky Lee Front row: Andrea Joseph, Penny Hamlin, Diane Blair, Jolene Lapinski

Below: Speedy!-The steal monster, Jolene Lapinski roars down the court with Penny Hamlin, Alysa McEachern, and Tasha Norris on her heels.

1989-90 Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydaburg</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorne Bay</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klawock</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juneau</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juneau</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorne Bay</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitka</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitka</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metlakatla</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metlakatla</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klawock</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skeena</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitka</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitka</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayhi</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayhi</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayhi</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayhi</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayhi</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayhi</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayhi</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayhi</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayhi</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayhi</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayhi</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayhi</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayhi</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayhi</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayhi</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayhi</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

J.V.'s Rule

Future Varsity play tough

Kayhi's Junior Varsity team had an outstanding year! They may have started out rough, but by the end of the season they had smoothed out all the edges. They played well, due not only to their skill, but also to their ability to play together. These spunky gals dominated the southeast region with their aggressiveness and desire. If they keep working as hard as they did this year, the future looks bright for the girls' basketball program!
"The 89-90 G.B.Ball season was marked with peaks and... valleys."

The girls went into the season knowing a big job was ahead of them. From the 88-89 team the girls lost 4 starters due to graduation and transfers. Nevertheless, the team proved to be very competitive at both the southeast and state levels. Some of the highlights included beating Juneau on their home floor, and also playing very well in the first-ever Clarke Cochrane Christmas Classic for girls.

The team was close and shared a lot of fun and exciting experiences, such as being stuck in Kodiak due to a volcano, and then days of eating pizza in an Anchorage motel room.

Each member had their own unique traits:

- Yolanda-(Ang) composure, always working hard. Kept team together.
- Hindu-(Kerri) famous for smooth moves, and black braids.
- Utah Jazz-(lethal elbows).
- Aim- sweet shot; took out every P.R. players for us.
- Duck- ice from the outside; our pressbreaker.
- Fitz- tough sixth man, always intense.
- Chris- wing shots are her specialty.
- Monique-(Mindy) started blackness; wanted to be point guard.

Duck; always working hard.

Jackie V.- baby of the team; reverse lay-up specialty.

Above: She scores again!- Mindy Zink proves that she is the senior star. Fellow senior Brenda Fitzgerald is ready for an offensive rebound against the tough Sitka girls.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>KTN</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Petersburg</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petersburg</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juneau</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juneau</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitka</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitka</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metlakatla</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metlakatla</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrace</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diamond</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodiak</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Pole</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrangell</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chugiak</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitka</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitka</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Left: We're Awesome- Back row, left to right: Brenda Fitzgerald, Chris Walker, Jasmine Stewart, Amy Hartgenbush, Mindy Zink, Angela Wendte. Front row, left to right: Kerri Humleker, Jackie Van Vleck, Katie Duckett, and Jackie Morin.

Above: Ready to stomp- The Kings start off a CCCC game with an intense warm-up.

Left: I Wish . . . - Disappointed, Katie Duckett sits with a sprained ankle.

Center Left: Hurry Up!- Angela Wendte directs traffic in a CCCC game.
Right: "I made it!" Russell Thomas focuses in on the shot.
Below: Power- Kyan Reeve charges past opposing players.

Right: Determination- Mike Vig prepares for a layup.

"Over Here!"- Brian Jones is ready to catch the ball.
Kayhi Boys-Desire And Heart

A "Building" Year
For Basketball

The 1989-1990 season proved to be a year for growing, maturing, and learning. The squad was probably one of the youngest for a J.V. team. It consisted of four sophomores and six freshmen. Although the team was very inexperienced and was continually battling teams that were older, the Kings always worked hard. As the season progressed, a trademark the team developed was desire and heart. At 4-13, the team has shown some good potential for the years to come. Coach Randy Mogen called this year a definite "building year" for the Kayhi Kings. The future of Kayhi basketball looks very promising.

Boys J.V. Team-Back: Russell Thomas, Ryan Davis, Randy Bromley, Mike Vig, Aaron Hughes, Coach Randy Mogen. Front: Ryan Klinger, Brian Jones, Carl Zink, Kyan Reeve, Tyler Haddix.
Above: Oh Yeah!!!- This year’s 1989-90 Sitka Kings from bottom left to right.
The middle row are Scott Smith, Don Wayley, Quanah LeCormu, Jamie Erickson, Steve Bloom, and Shane Nevil. Coach Dave Maynard and assistant coach is Randy Mogen.

Scores-1989-90

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sitka</th>
<th>KTN</th>
<th>64</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sitka</td>
<td>KTN</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince Rupert</td>
<td>Sitka</td>
<td>KTN</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince Rupert</td>
<td>KTN</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince Rupert</td>
<td>KTN</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince Rupert</td>
<td>KTN</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metlakatla</td>
<td>KTN</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juneau</td>
<td>KTN</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchorage</td>
<td>KTN</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimond</td>
<td>KTN</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodiak</td>
<td>KTN</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Pole</td>
<td>KTN</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumni</td>
<td>KTN</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingraham</td>
<td>KTN</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chugiak</td>
<td>KTN</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juneau</td>
<td>KTN</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitka</td>
<td>KTN</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitka</td>
<td>KTN</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Above Right: It’s mine!!!- The face of a brave and eager King is shown to us by the infamous Paul Bergeron as he waits for a rebound against a Chugiak player.

Right: Take two- The moves make the man as Chris Kemp makes a fast break.
Juniors Dominate Basketball

That's exactly what the class of 1991 has done. This year's team has no representatives from the senior class. While the juniors make up the varsity squad, except for one sophomore, this season was a building season for the Kings. They came into the season ranked third in the Southeast region. Most of this was due to their team's lack of varsity experience.

The Kings started out slowly, dropping their first three games. They found out that in order to win they would have to play hard and intensely at all times. They won their next five games. Three of them against the Prince Rupert Rainmakers, a physical Canadian team.

In the Clark Cochrane Christmas Classic, the Kings played three very tough teams. Chugiak, Ingraham from Seattle, and the Kayhi Alumni. They were good warm up games for the Southeast Basketball Tournament held in Juneau this 1989-90 season. The experience gained this year will eventually make next year's season well worth the wait.

Above: Cheer Up- The lost faces of Don Longley, Steve Bloom, Slade O'Neill, Jason Wallin, and Dave Price during a losing game against the Ingraham team.

Left: Smooth as Silk- The name that comes with the man, Quanah LeCornu takes the shot for two.
The Clark Cochrane Christmas Classic returned this year after a break from last year. Two weeks before this event, one of the best Homecoming rallies to support our Kings' basketball teams, was held with hallway decorations from each class, an hour-long pep assembly, and school spirits soaring up once more. The tournament was held during the days of 28-30 of December with three different basketball teams such as Ingraham from Seattle, Chugiak, Alaska and Wrangell, Alaska participating in the tournament. The Kayhi alumni boys' and girls' teams also played.

Homecoming was held the 30th of December, with the addition of the Princess Court. The Princess Court consisted of one couple from the freshman, sophomore, and junior classes. The Princess Court was proposed by Ana Ner to the SBA and passed with a vote of 46 to 4. "The addition of the Princess Court will give the underclassmen representation and involvement," Ana Ner stated during her proposal to the SBA. The Princess Court was an addition to the Royal Court and did not in any way take the focus and glory from the seniors. The seniors were still the royalty of the Kings. This change was well accepted.
Left: *Sky's the limit*— It looks like total chaos as the Varsity team heads back onto the floor. Left to Right: Jasmine Stewart, Katie Duckett, Coach Ortiz, Jacqui Morin, and Amy Hartgenbush.

Below: *Grin and bear it*— The enthusiastic spirit of Jennifer Jackson is captured on film.

Left: *Say you, say me*— We find Brennalee Jones and Brian Schelin capturing homecoming memories.

Left: *Time Out*— It looks like total chaos as the Varsity team heads back onto the floor. Left to Right: Jasmine Stewart, Katie Duckett, Coach Ortiz, Jacqui Morin, and Amy Hartgenbush.
A winning year

One of 1989-90's most memorable events was the Southeast Basketball Tournament. The ferry ride to Juneau was packed with excitement. Besides the fact that we didn't get much sleep, there was card playing, eating, homework, and even some "ferry aerobics" led by Heather Thynes. Upon arrival in Juneau, we were tired, but everyone seemed to muster up the strength to hit the malls, restaurants, and ski slopes. At the games, there was fun and excitement provided by our K-Highlites and superior cheerleaders. Our pep club was terrific, cheering like they've never done before.

Probably the most exciting part of the weekend was the overwhelming game between our girls team and the Juneau team. After an intense round of overtime, Kayhi took the win with a 61-60 score.

After the tournament, all that was left was the ride home. We waved good luck to our girls, who were heading up to State, and boarded the ferry. I guess fun doesn't last forever.
"We couldn’t stop crying for joy."
- Jennifer Toledo, ’91

"I ate 101 shrimp at Sizzler!"
- Ralphy Lewis, ’91

"I just about had a heart attack when "they" missed the 3 pointer!"
- Eric Adams, ’93

"We hate Bears and that’s enough!!"
- R. Crueger, ’90 and A. McConnell, ’91

"Mass pep band was overwhelming!"
- Brian Jimdar, ’91

"Pep club got 5 out of 5!"
- Trisha Loitz, ’91

"We wanted to go home, but to school."
- Trina Lucas, ’91

"Skiing was RAD!"
- Travis Gelbrich, ’90

"Be excellent."
- K-Highlites

"Pep club was great!"
- Shane Nevil, ’91

"It was SUPERIOR!"
- Dan Buendia, ’90

"Don’t push your vocal chords too far."
- Muji Valentine, ’91

"Pep club was great!"
- Shane Nevil, ’91

Above: "OOOH!- Straight from the 50’s, Robbyn Crueger Heizelle Cadiente show their stuff.

Above Left: "GO TEAM- These loyal fans came all the way to Juneau to cheer. Left to Right: Kelly Blake, Troy Hayes, Heizelle Cadiente, Steve Bloom, Justin Stewart and Amber Haynes.

Above: "Twistin’ the night away- All smiles, Heidi-Ho Spurgeon & Heather Thymes dance to a pep band beat.

Left: "Come and get us- Ready to get the ball, Scott Smith and Chris Kemp wait at the other end of the court."
Kayhi terrorizes S.E. Alaska

Volleyball is a sport that everyone enjoys to play, especially the members of the Ketchikan Kings volleyball team. The 1990 team, was young, and with only three graduating seniors, were still the team to beat.

The Kings consisted of five returning starters and some great additions, including the new varsity coach. This was the biggest change for the season. Coach Kraly knew the game, and her expertise was passed on to the players. Everyone loved her, and next year's returners are already excited to play the game.

The junior varsity squad was also a new addition in that all the members consisted of the freshman class. They did not travel outside the school, but played against the city league teams and other junior varsity squads that traveled to our hometown. These games inspire the future teams, because they were able to learn and have the grip on the basics.

After many hard hours of practice, to bump, set, kill, was accomplished with success. The Kayhi volleyball team felt that we represented our school the very best ever, and we were proud to be on the team.

Above-Mine: A perfect pass set up by Andrea Joseph. 
Above-Yours, Penny: Shouts Benita Lucas as they set up for the kill. Help us, God- Praying with her teammates for a win is Kathy Perry. 
Wrestlers give their best to finish the decade

The 1990 wrestling season looked very promising for the ambitious Kayhi wrestling crew. Having not won a Southeast championship title in 15 years, the expectations ran high, with the support of our stacked varsity weight classes. Sitka, having dominated the Southeast title in the past few years, suffered greatly with the loss of more than half their varsity squad, due to graduating seniors.

Juneau, still stronger than ever posted a major threat towards the K-Hi squad. With a new coach and high hopes, Juneau only dreamed of toppling over the K-Hi pride and power. Coach Mello of K-Hi sought a Southeast title and with enough effort this should be no problem. So a good year of wrestling is expected from K-Hi along with another year of pain and striving for the wrestlers in their crucial physical practices. Yet in the end it was well worth the weight in glory. This year was also a time when injury took the chances for Paul Myerchin to win any Southeast or even a state title due to his broken collar bone at the beginning of the season. Next year, Paul; next year.

Right: Those tiger eyes!-Eyeing the Petersburg opponent’s weakness are Dave Smith and Coach Mello.

Above: Put your back to it!- The driving force behind all of Shane Klinger’s strength.

Above: Victory to the end!- After a long and emotionally draining match, Billy Urquhart stands victorious.
Left: No Mercy - There’s just no other way about it as Reggie Rice uses his full impact against his opponent. Below: Varsity - Top row from left to right are Shane Klinger, Dan Kimball, Dave Smith, Josh Peterson, Henry Webb, Cable Campbell. Bottom row: Wally Sherwood, Billy Urquhart, Aaron McElroy, Paul Myerchin, Luis Buendia, Brent Shaffer and Matt Baumgartner.

Above: Those fighting looks - The full emotional concentration can be felt through Dan Kimball’s face.
KHS prefers...

Neon colors, college sweat shirts, vests, leather coats, tie dye, and ski wear. These name a few of the current fads around Kayhi in “the 90’s.” Although all of these things were very popular, a majority of the people agreed that all of this fashion stuff was fine, but it would be nice, for a change, to forget about looking good, and just come to school in sweats, or some other piece of comfortable clothing.

“Munch! Slurp! Gobble!” These sounds emanated from the MSR as the student body devoured their favorite foods. Some favorite munchies included pizza, “Funyuns”; a fried onion chip, and Snickers bars. These were all washed down by your favorite soda pop.

Of course, all of this aside, the best part of the school year was the weekends. Dances, parties, movies and hangin’ out with friends were at the top of the list of things to do to make the short weekend more enjoyable. All of these things paled in comparison to the ultimate anytime activity: CRUSIN’. There probably wasn’t one weekend night when the streets of Ketchikan weren’t over-run with Kayhi students and their cars, cruisin’ by with the music blasting.

All in all, there wasn’t a definite craze or fad. Little things preferred by different people made it big.
or 1990

Left: Ski Wear- Ski fashions made their way into Kayhi. Here, Randy Taylor hides his shaved head with the popular ski bonnet.

Above: Loafering around- Penny loafers came back into style this year, along with the trendy penny stuck in the front.

Top: College Bound- College Sweats made it big with students. Andrea Joseph and Angie Taggart wear only two of the many schools' names we saw this year.

Say what?!

Everyone had a favorite saying or phrase that was their reply to almost everything. Here is what some of the people around Kayhi were saying:

"Dubious!" - Greta Myerchin
"Be Excellent." - Jeremy Aldrich
"Get a life!" - Stacy Maplesden
"Well cut off my legs and call me shorty." - Tom Nordtvedt
"Suck wind!" - Kerri Humleker
"Oooh-Tay!" - Shannon Crowder
"Wookn pa nub in all the wong paces." - Josh N.
"You schmuck!" - Mark Leo
"Don't take what you get; take what you want." - Ericka Diment
Hot Rods

The wheels that move us

Having a car meant a lot to all of us highschoolers; it was always a major issue, and cars were a big topic during our talk. We looked forward to the day when age factors no longer restricted us from that difference between a driver’s permit and a driver’s license. Though not all of us knew technical “car talk” - we knew what we liked. The color, the rust, the dings, the mileage, the sound. Out in the Kayhi parking lot we had them all. The Williwaw yearbook staff held a car judging contest with all types of cars from six categories. The longest “boat” of a car, the smallest, fastest, “oldie but goodie,” jalopy, and the all over best of the lot. Though some may have been “better” than others, our cars got us to and from school (well, most of the time) without having to ride that dreaded school bus.

Above: What a tank! “Bessy,” owned by Pam Daubersmith (left) was our “big” winner. She poses with Mary Myerchin who drives the “boat” in the background.

Above: How cute! This little Chevy, owned by Stacy Maplesden, took tops in our “cute” poll.

Right: Classic- This Mercury, owned by Troy Hayes, will never go out of style.
Left: Best on the lot- This Chevy S10 takes Carma Oaks-mith and her friends wherever they want to go. Left to Right: Robbyn Crumger, Shelzen Carson, Carma Oaksmith, Brandon Vanderberg and Julie Hogan. Below: Jakayla- This beater belongs to proud owner Russell Willis.

Left: Checking out the lot- Looking for the perfect car, Mrs. Bloom gets some advice.
You're Busted!

Now there's big trouble!

Everybody did it. Those little things where we had to make sure no one else was around before we did them. It was practically a contest to see who could get away with the most.

Every once in awhile, one of our kindly Ketchikan police officers would wait quietly on the hill for some unsuspecting fool to come racing down. Getting a ticket wasn't the worst part - it was the crowd of students who came out to see who got BUSTED.

Since the re-installation of the book security system in the library, we had to leave fearing the dreadful alarm. The gate would lock, and you would have to go up to the desk and actually check the book out.

Students trying to outsmart their teachers and the attendance system kept Mr. Beraldi busy with Saturday School.

Sometimes we would arrive at school as the bell was ringing only to find that our locks were buried under layers of masking tape, and then Super Glued shut!

Although quite a few got away, some of Kayhi's fugitives were caught in the act!
Below: Will they fit? That will teach Sean Sande and Carl Zink to mess with Jeremy Aldrich and Dave Smith.

Below Right: Stop thief! While Mrs. J isn’t looking Randy Sullivan and his book make a clean getaway.

Above: CLANG! We don’t think Martha Anslinger will be falling asleep in Mr. Bjur’s class anymore.

Left: A sticky situation- Trying to hurry, Brian Schelin and Rich Knaus make a lock “extra secure.”
The 1989-1990 school year was full of controversial issues that the Kayhi students and the citizens of Ketchikan had to deal with. This year was full of controversial issues.

On October 3, 1989 a bond was passed to build a new high school in the present place. This was due not only to asbestos, but to the amount of money it would take to bring the electrical, mechanical, and plumbing up to code. The $12 million bond would go towards the first phase of the new school. Construction began in the summer of 1990. The estimated "finale" is in year of 1994.

Another issue concerning the teachers and students of Kayhi was the teacher "slowdown." The teachers shortened their work day to 7:45 A.M. to 3:15 P.M., instead of the traditional time teachers spent doing "teacher homework." Students were forced to give up time spent in before-school and after-school activities, and also valuable 1-on-1 time with teachers to get help with school work. "Working to the Rule," as it was also called, was the result of a struggle between the members of the Ketchikan Education Association, and the Ketchikan Gateway Borough School District. The struggle was over the current teacher contract. The "slowdown" continued throughout the 1990 school year.

The Student Body Association also had their hands in a few interesting issues during the year. Using the newly initiated parliamentary procedure, they produced tremendous results. Action was taken on wheelchair access to the Gross-Alaska theatre, and after months of waiting for letters from the management in Juneau results were attained. In January of 1990, a seat was removed for wheelchair use. The S.B.A. also used its powers of persuasion when writing a resolution to make a 1000 foot drug-free zone around Kayhi also including Revilla High School, the Ketchikan Campus, and Houghtaling. The resolution went from the floor of the S.B.A. to the School Board, to the City Council.

Also causing contention at Kayhi was the addition of 18 speed bumps around the parking lot of the Plaza Mall. The rather large "hills" were added to slow down mainly teenage drivers, but also prevented some low cars from even entering the mall parking lot.

The issue of making the Senior Square into a more respected symbol was also a hot one, especially as it is moved into the new school.

Above: "Carved on Cardboard" scribed for all history: Teresa DeWitt scratches out our '89-'90 teachers' position.

Right: Theater Sit-in? Cathy Garber's accommodations are an issue for student body concern. Travis Gelbrich, Jena Arntzen and Noel Villaflor join Cathy for a 'show-down'.
Out with the old.

rand and Aaron McElroy fantasize about the happy task.

What do you think?

"The new high school is an absolute must ... it is to the benefit of all the generations of children to come."

-Marvin Prather

"The speed bumps are a big headache!"

-Adam Harshman

"I think The Square should always be noticed with great pride and respect."

-Christie Williams

"Initiating is a natural part of school."

-Shannon Overton

"Speed bumps, you mean speed hills?"

-Sheri Harbour

"If the teachers only have to work until 3:15 P.M. then we shouldn't have to either; no homework!"

-Christine Walker

Left: Out with the old! Greg Anderes and Aaron McElroy fantasize about the happy task.

Left: Butt patrol-Mike Trail helps clean up smokers' corner.

Above: Locked Out of Learning: Cliff Sherman finds the early hours unproductive as teachers "work to the rule."
Out of Control

We’ve lost it!

"Crazy," a word that everyone knows! But really, what does the word crazy mean? Crazy is more than just a normal word; it’s something that everyone acts at some point in their life. When things are going badly, and you’re in a major depression, you say, “Hey! I’m going to stop worrying and act crazy!” Craziness relieves tension and stress, and it surely makes people happy. When you see someone else having fun, of course you want to have fun too, so naturally, you act crazy. After a hard day’s work at school and when your brain is strained, acting out of control is something that is typical and natural. What’s crazy? Crazy is Kayhi! Isn’t it a fact that Kayhi students do a lot of Wild-n-Crazy things? So remember, whenever it’s time for a TENSION breaker, just act out of control and crazy, believe me, it works!

What’s the craziest thing you’ve ever done?

“We tried on size 42D bras over our clothes in Nordstroms.”
-Sheri Harbour, ‘90
Kristin Raitanen, ‘90
Brenda Fitzgerald, ‘90
Christine Elberson, ‘90

“On Halloween, Jamie Erickson and I hid in the woods. When little trick-or-treaters passed by, we attacked them and took their candy.”
-Dean Lukin, ‘91

“I went down college hill backwards at 45 mph and pulled the emergency brake with four people in my car.”
-Brent Purvis, ‘90

“I mooned the office.”
-Mark Nelson, ‘90

“I tried to rob a bank with Randy Taylor when we were little kids.”
-Scott Smith, ‘91

Below: Squish - Practicing the art of distortion: Yes, it is Greta Myerchin.
Left: *Portrait* - The comical yet serious sides of Linda Miles and Michelle Arab come out.

Below: **Who does your hair?** - Yes, Jim Rhodes and Brent Purvis are usually like this in public.

Above: **What will your mother think?** - We know Don Harrison and Scott Nevil have nice curves, but can they do a cartwheel?

Left: **Isn't she lovely?** - This is what Kirsti Gardiner thinks of the royal ball in *Cinderella Waltz*.

Left: **Is this a new lad?** - Christine Elberson and Sheri Harbour, '90 William Co-editors, "sandwich" Photographer Brenda Fitzgerald in their version of "Little Pink Riding Hood."
Dave and Debbie Andere-
Curt Anderson-
Cecelia Bird-
Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Buendia-
Bill and Vicki Burns-
Susan and Harold Carson-
Jim and Lynn Clay-
Jerry and Gretchen DeBoer-
Ken and Carol Denton-
Bill and Laurie Elberson-
Robert and Olivia Faddis-
Bill and Joyce Fitzgerald-
Donald and Janice Harbour-
Don and Nancy Harrison-
Pete and Becky Hogan-
John and Lana Holst-
Community Sponsors

Chico's
Classic Chauffeur Limousine Service-
Manager- Linda Brown
Chauffeur- Al Hennigan
The Friends of the Ketchikan Public
Library
Gaggle of Geese
Helen's Flowers, Gifts, and Homemade
Fudge
Ida Lee's
The Inkwell Printing Company
Ketchikan Postal Employees
Knit Knack Shop
Ketchikan Youth Services
Little Dipper
Mountain View Trailer Court

Partners

The '90 Williaw owes much to the outstanding parent and community sponsors listed on these pages. We are in their debt for their kinship; they are our families. They are also our neighbors and friends; and it is due to their continual encouragement and support that we are able to publish this book.

Many hours are invested each year by "Willi" staffers in contacting those who make our financial success a reality. They are a major part of our education.

Never has the community of Ketchikan failed those of us who are their young. We have depended upon businesses to support city leagues of all varieties. In school related functions we have benefited in so many ways from our outstanding business community.

The greatest testimony that we can give commending these sponsors is simply that every year another Williaw will come to be our school's history and memory book, and we can count on them to share with the staff the pride of its production.

Parent Sponsors

Greg Anderes       Bill and Sharon Kacenas-Mike Kacenas
Curtis Anderson    David and Polly Loggy-Chris Loggy
Bill Bird          David and Polly Loggy-Aaron McElroy
Dan Buendia        Dennis and Linda McElroy-Jennie McGarrigan
Becky Burns        The Paul McGarrigans-Angela Ahlstrom
Shelann Carson     Jerry and Virginia Mickel-Scott Nevil
Christi Clay       Lonna and Bob Nevil-Jami Olson
Steven L. Amos     John and Bonnie Olson-Kristen Raitanan
Cathy Garber       Pete and Linda Raitanan-Nancy Scott
Christine Elberson Paul and Pauline Scott- Erin Smith
Collaine Faddis    Gene, Charlene, and Greg Smith-Harlan Schmitt
Brenda Fitzgerald  James and Susan Stout-Jamie Stout
Sheri Harbour      Mr. and Mrs. Strunk-Robin Strunk
Don Harrison       Susan E. Thomsen-Jennifer Thomsen
Julie Hogan        Bob and Nancy Watt-Derek Watt
Louis Holst        Gerald and Sherrie Wick-Jason Wick
Congratulations Seniors from the staff of Northland Video and Sunbeds

Northland Video and Sunbeds
Box 939
147-1225

Ketchikan Autobody and Glass
Quality Service
116 Water
225-9343

Denton Civil and Mineral
Steve Denton, P.E.
Box 9342 Tel. (907) 247-8131

Highliner
Dry Cleaner-Laundry
2703 Tongass-office 225-5308
Congratulations Seniors!

Race Pharmacies
Downtown-Avenue

CLARK DAVIS CHIROPRACTIC
306 Mary Francis Bldg.
Congratulations to all the Graduates
Congratulations to the class of '90

TONGASS FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

Downtown-Westend
Congratulations Seniors
TATSUDA'S

Congratulations Seniors

VIDEL VIDEO and SHELLY’S Deli

1647 Tongass 225-3613

Best of Luck Seniors

SAXMAN SEAPORT

225-9040

Richard Shields, Thomas Martinez
Laura Wilson, Melanie Barrett
Lewis Chev-Geo

225-8383

Best of Luck Seniors!

Madison Lumber and Hardware Inc.

Building Supplies

2557 Tongass Ave.

Congratulations Class of 1990

Claymore's

Cakes and Catering
701 Buren 225-2726

To the best class ever, the class of 1990.
IN 1958,
TEMSCO LOOKED TO THE FUTURE,
SAW THE CHALLENGE-AND MET IT HEAD ON!

BEST OF LUCK, SENIORS, AS YOU MEET THE CHALLENGES OF THE FUTURE!
FROM EVERYONE AT TEMSCO AIRLINES

Division of TEMSCO Helicopters, Inc.
1249 Tongass Avenue
P.O. Box 8015
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901

(907) 225-9810
Congratulations of 1990

STEDMAN BARBER

AND

STYLE SHOP

BEST OF LUCK

TO THE CLASS OF 1990

CONGRATULATIONS
'90 Kayhi Grads!

PIONEER PRINTING CO.
Ketchikan Daily News • Southeastern Log
501 Dock • Ketchikan, AK • 225-3157

FJORD PHOTOGRAPHY

158 THOMAS
225-6997

BEST WISHES CLASS OF '90
Look Forward to the Future.

Congratulations Seniors.

Grandelis
A complete deli.
In the Plaza
225-1414

Murray Records and Tapes and Photo Flash

312 Mission Street (907) 225-2500
Cassettes, CD's, portable stereos

Jan & Jud's Office Supply
Where the prices are fair
1106 Tongass Ave. (907) 225-9110

Wire rope & rigging
PANHANDLE RIGGING LOFT, INC.
1600 Tongass Ave. (907) 225-9669
422 Water Street (907) 225-7900

NEW IMAGE

FULL SERVICE BEAUTY SALON
422 WATER ST. 225-7900
GOOD LUCK, GRADS!
Congratulations, Class of '90

Senator Lloyd Jones

Find yourself
at

University of Alaska Southeast
Ketchikan Campus
7th & Madison • Ketchikan, Alaska 99901-5798

Congratulations Class of 1990
We thank our student employees for a job well done

Super Valu-Family Village
Ludwigsen-Davis, Inc.

Me 3 North 225-9550

Congratulations Seniors

Dress For Success
Good Luck Seniors
WORKHORSE
Clothes that work as hard as you do.
In the Plaza 225-1566

325 Bawden 225-9274

SUDS &
DUDS
Laundromat

Sideboard Gifts
Delores Patten, Owner
#15 Creek Street Ketchikan, Alaska 99901

Dr. Thompson
Congratulates the class of 1990

May you find your place in the sun.

MCBRIDE’S
Entertainment Center
in the Plaza Mall
Congratulates the class of 1990
Good luck in the future

market place
2485 Tongass
Sponsors
Schmolck Mechanical Contractors inc.

KETCHIKAN • 907-225-6648
LIC. #A12301
FAX NO: 225-0374-4192

PLUMBING
HEATING
SHEET METAL
AIR CONDITIONING
COMMERCIAL
DOMESTIC
INDUSTRIAL

Serving Southeast Alaska for 64 years

We wish this year’s class of ’90 luck and success.
Reach for the Stars
Ben Franklin

FAMILY FURNITURE
123 Washington

Congratulates the class of 1990

Ketchikan Soda Works

Good Luck to the Class of '90
Congratulations to the class of 1990

South Coast Inc.
Box 8620 Ketchikan, Alaska

Congratulations to the class of 1990
LORALIES

629 Mission
225-5581
GOOD LUCK, CLASS of '90!

ANDERES OIL CO
900 Stedman
“GOOD LUCK SENIORS”

GOOD LUCK, CLASS of '90!

CHARLEY’S RESTAURANT

208 Front Street
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901

ANDERES OIL CO
PRIVATE CARRIER
KETCHIKAN, ALASKA

DONNA’S
Rainbow Chaser’s

Congratulations Class of '90
May your star shine brightly

DONNA’S SUNCHASER’S

2024 Tongass Avenue
247-5437

Children’s and Women’s wear
Tanning at its best

Sponsors
CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE CLASS OF '90

Complete Line of Professional Quality Services

Printing, Inc.

907-225-2205
907-225-2259

1-800-478-2205
FAX: 907-225-0199

120 Carlanna  ·  P.O. Box 6660  ·  Ketchikan, Alaska 99901

KETCHIKAN SHIPYARD INC.

3801 TONGASS
Congratulations '90 Graduates

THE TRADING POST
201 Main Street

NORTHWAY REALTY

LIGHOUSE HOUSE
Grocery

SHEAR MAGIC
225-2533

Congratulations to Christine Elberson and Leslie Mullen

Congratulations to the class of '90
Congratulations
to
the entire
class of 1990

Sea Mart
Fresh Ideas For The Future
Ketchikan

Our employees-thirty-seven percent
are Kayhi graduates- are here to serve
your every banking need.

The alumni above join all First Bank's
friendly staff in saying congratulations,
class of 1990.
Lily's Fashions

2442 Tongass
Ketchikan, AK 99901
Bus: 907-225-6565

Bernie's Sales

2544 Tongass 225-3148

The Benevolent and Protective Order of
ELKS LODGE No. 1429
A Fraternal Organization
Congratulates
The Graduation Class of
1990

Mike's Automotive Lab

Mile 3 North P.O. Box 5401 Ketchikan, AK

Congratulations to the class of '90

Dr. George Shaffer and Staff

KTA
KETCHikan TITLE AGENCY, INC

A Cape Fox Company,
Agents for Stewart Title Guaranty Company
113 Main Street, Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
Telephone (907) 225-6635 • FAX (907) 225-0070

Best Wishes For A Productive Career. See Us For All Of Your Future Title Needs.

COASTAL TIRE CO.

Box 559 Ward Cove Congratulations, Seniors

VIDEO XPRESS

Movie Rentals and Sales Video Games 225-6903

Congratulations, Seniors

Thomas B. Nordtvedt D.D.S. General Dentistry

130 Carlana 225-9631

Sponsors 169

Lily's

JOY E. CLARK
DALE D. CLARK
Owners

The Benevolent and Protective Order of
ELKS LODGE No. 1429
A Fraternal Organization
Congratulates
The Graduation Class of
1990

KTA
KETCHikan TITLE AGENCY, INC

A Cape Fox Company,
Agents for Stewart Title Guaranty Company
113 Main Street, Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
Telephone (907) 225-6635 • FAX (907) 225-0070

Best Wishes For A Productive Career. See Us For All Of Your Future Title Needs.

COASTAL TIRE CO.

Box 559 Ward Cove Congratulations, Seniors

VIDEO XPRESS

Movie Rentals and Sales Video Games 225-6903

Congratulations, Seniors

Thomas B. Nordtvedt D.D.S. General Dentistry

130 Carlana 225-9631

Sponsors 169

THE VILLAGE STORES

Ketchikan and Saxman
Rt. 2, Box 36 • Saxman, AK • (907) 225-4421

Congratulations, Seniors

Thomas B. Nordtvedt D.D.S. General Dentistry

130 Carlana 225-9631

Sponsors 169

Lily's Fashions

2442 Tongass
Ketchikan, AK 99901
Bus: 907-225-6565

Bernie's Sales

2544 Tongass 225-3148

The Benevolent and Protective Order of
ELKS LODGE No. 1429
A Fraternal Organization
Congratulates
The Graduation Class of
1990

Mike's Automotive Lab

Mile 3 North P.O. Box 5401 Ketchikan, AK

Congratulations to the class of '90

Dr. George Shaffer and Staff

KTA
KETCHikan TITLE AGENCY, INC

A Cape Fox Company,
Agents for Stewart Title Guaranty Company
113 Main Street, Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
Telephone (907) 225-6635 • FAX (907) 225-0070

Best Wishes For A Productive Career. See Us For All Of Your Future Title Needs.

COASTAL TIRE CO.

Box 559 Ward Cove Congratulations, Seniors

VIDEO XPRESS

Movie Rentals and Sales Video Games 225-6903

Congratulations, Seniors

Thomas B. Nordtvedt D.D.S. General Dentistry

130 Carlana 225-9631

Sponsors 169

THE VILLAGE STORES

Ketchikan and Saxman
Rt. 2, Box 36 • Saxman, AK • (907) 225-4421

Congratulations, Seniors

Thomas B. Nordtvedt D.D.S. General Dentistry

130 Carlana 225-9631

Sponsors 169

THE VILLAGE STORES

Ketchikan and Saxman
Rt. 2, Box 36 • Saxman, AK • (907) 225-4421
"Learning is by nature curiosity... prying into everything, reluctant to leave anything, material or immaterial, unexplained."

- Philo

National Bank of Alaska

Congratulations to the graduates!

Dick's Body Shop Congratulates 1990 Seniors

1638 Tongass 225-5679
Don's Business Supplies
607 Mission

Congratulations Class of '90

ALL STAR
Rent a-car
2828 Tongass

Congratulations Seniors

Stump and Stump Attorneys
306 Main Suite 317

"Freedom isn't free, but it's worth the price!"

KETCHIKAN, ALASKA
Below: A dedicated staff- The 1990 Willoway staff are (clockwise from top) Teresa DeWitt, Christine Elbers, Misty Franklin, Jack Boullon, Melissa Dwyer, Kristin Raitanen, Colaine Faddis, Jennifer Thomsen, Stacy Maplesden, Ana Nei, Sheri Harbour, Jennifer Toledo, Dan Biendia, Chris Walker, Brenda Fitzgerald And Brandi Allen.
One Moment

Black and White, Not Forgotten

I can't believe school is starting up again, it still feels like summer ... Christmas, two weeks' vacation and still half a year left. I don't know if I can make it ... Wow, it doesn't feel like only 3 weeks till school's out. This year really whizzed by ...

We did so much in 9 short months. The 1989-90 high school year was one of the most character building for all of the students' lives. The events that happened with the school building; loss of a friend; teachers, and sports surprises and let downs all left a permanent impression.

There is at least one moment in everyone's mind that will never let the year 1989-90 be forgotten. What is your memory?
Left: *Embarrassing Moments*- Just clowning around with some visitors amuses Lonnie Duncan.

Below: *It must have been funny*- Caught in the crowd are Kelly Blake, Melissa Dwyer, Dave Smith and Matt Baumgartner.

Above: *Are You Paranoid*- Hard work for Senior Carnival isn’t to be criticized says the momentary carpenter, Scott Nevil.

Left: *Feel It Burn!*- Weight Lifters Jeremy Aldrich, Hap Seley, and a sneaky Shane Klinger try to join aerobics for a day.
Senior Biographies

AHLSTROM, ANGIE
AMOS, STEVE
ANDRES, GREG: Football 10, 11, 12; Track 10; Baseball 9, 10; Pep Club 10, 11, 12.
ANDERSON, CURTIS
ANDERSON, TRACI: Volleyball 10, 11, 12; SBA 11, Track 10.
ARM, MICHELLE: Thespian 10, 11, 12; Exchange student to Oz.
AUVERTINE, HUNTER: Honor Roll 10, 11, 12; SBA 10; Football 11, 12; Pep Club 10, 11, 12.
BENDER, ROBERT
BERKEY, TERESA: Varsity Cheerleader 11; SBA 10, 11, 12; Drill Team 10; Aviation 11; Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Junior Class Sec/Trea. 11.
BIRD, WILLIAM
BLAIR, LINDA: Pep Band 9, 10, 11; Junior Achievement 9, 10, 11; Debate 11; Academic Decathlon 11; Europe Trip "88".
BOOTH, LARRY: Jazz Band 10, 11; Concert Band 9.
BUENDIA, DAN: SBA 11; Honor Society 11, 12; King's Knights 11, 12; Pep Club 10, 11, 12; Williwaw 12.
BURNS, BECKY
CABE, LARRY
CALANGI, SHERRY: National Honor society 11, 12; Drill Team 11, 12; Academic Decathlon 12; Alaska Teen Institute 12; Serendipity Co-Editor 11; Spanish Club 10, 11; Stage Crew 10.
CARR, JUSTIN: Cross Country 10, 11; Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Soccer 9; Cross Country Skiing 9, 10.
CARSON, LAWRENCE
CARSON, SHELANN: Drill Team 9, 10, 11; Junior Achievement 10; Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Alaska Teen Institute 12; Photo Journalism 10, 11; Band 9; Europe Trip "88".
CESSNUN, RENEE: Track 11.
CHILTON, ANGIE
CHRISTENSEN, JODI
CLARKE, MIKEL: Mechanics 9, 11.
CLAY, CHRISTINE: SBA 12; Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Varsity Cheerleading 10, 11; Class President 11; Class Vice-President 10; J.V. Cheerleading 9.
COSTA, PAULA
CROY, IRISH
CRUEGER, ROBBY: Drill Team 9, 10, 12; Line Captain 12; Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Yearbook Photographer 10, 11; Band 9, 10; SBA 9, 10.
CROITIS, KRISTA: Teacher's Aid at Houghtaling 11, 12; Drama 10.
DAMIANO, ROBERT: Football 9; Basketball 1; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12; Class President 10; SBA President 11; Natural Helpers 9; Lifesavers 10, 11; Video Club 11.
DAUBERSMITH, PAM: Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Basketball 9; Band 9; Pep Club 11, 12; National Honor Society 11, 12.
DAVIS, KELLY: Pep Club 10, 11, 12; Drill Team 10; Contract Band 9, 11.
DIMENT, ERICKA: Swimming 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 10, 11, 12; Jazz Choir 11, 12; Pep Club 12.
DUCET, KATIE: Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Ashland Scholarship 11; Thespians 9, 10, 11, 12; National Honor Society 11, 12; Pep Band 10, 11; Track 9, 10; Band 9, 10, 11; Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Parent Advisory Sub Committee 1.
DUEHN, CYNTHIA: Academic Decathlon 11, 12; S.E. Symphony 9, 10, 11, 12; Biology Award 10; Geometry Award 10; Literary Cavalcade Honorable Mention-Short Story.

DUNDAS, ARCHIE

ELBERSON, CHRISTINE: Symphonic Band 11, 12; Photography 10, 11; Pep Band 10, 11; Pep Club 10, 11, 12; Williwaw 12.

ENGEL, MICHELLE

ERNBERGER, LORENA

ESCALONA, DENNIS

ESCALONA, PAUL

FADDIS, COLLAINE: Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Yearbook 11, 12; Track 9, 10; Drill Team 9; French Club 10, 11; DECA Vice-President 11; Alaska Teen Institute 12; National Honor Society 12.

FIERGE, TRACY: Vice President 12; Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12.

FITZGERALD, BRENDAN: Class Secretary 12; Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Track 9, 10; Nat. Honor Society 11, 12; Pep Club 10, 11; Yearbook 12; Photography 10, 11; Alaska Girls' State 11; SBA 12.

GARBER, CATHY: Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12; Basketball 9; Jazz Ensemble 11, 12; Symphonic Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Pep Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Pep Club 10, 11, 12; S.E. Honor Band 11, 12; Idaho Jazz Trip 11.

GARDNER, KIRSTI: Speech & Drama 9, 10; Cross Country 10, 11; Drama Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Debate 11, 12; Pep Club 10, 12; King's Knights 10.

GATTI, SARAH

GELBRICH, TRAVIS: SBA President 12; Boys State 11; Junior Achievement 9, 10, 11, 12; Symphonic Band 10, 11, 12; Pep Band 9; Freshmen Class President; Soccer 9; S.E. Honor Band 11, 12.

GOFFINET, JODI

GOODALE, MYLES

GRAY, BRIAN: Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Junior Achievement 9, 10, 11, 12; Nat. J.A. Conference 11; Basketball 9, 10; Academic Decathlon 11; Bowling 11, 12; King's Knights 9, 10, 11.

HACKER, JEFF

HAMBERGER, JEREMY

HANSEN, SCOTT

HARBOUR, SHERI: Yearbook 11, 12; Thespians 10, 11, 12; Pep Club 10, 11, 12; King's Knights 11; Drama Competition 10; Stage Crew 9, 10; SBA 12, KATS 11; Weight Training 11, 12.

HARRISON, DON: Nat. Finalist Bowling 12; Bowling League 9, 10, 11, 12; Designer of the 88-89 Foreign Lang. Fest. Logo.

HARSHMAN, ADAM: Thespians 12; Drama 9, 10, 11, 12; Foreign Language Festival 11, Junior Achievement 9.

HASHAGEN, NICK

HAYES, TREvor: Academic Decathlon 11, 12; Battle of the Books 11, 12; Newton Award 11; Nat. Merit Scholar 12; Geometry Student of the Year 9.

HENDRICKS, EDDIE: Stage Crew 9, 10.

HENDRICKS, KARA

HIBLER, SONDRA

HILDEBRANDT, TRACY: Pep Club 11.

HOGAN, JULIE: Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12; J.V. Cheerleading 9.

HOLDERITH, AARON: Football 9.
HOLST, LOUIS: Mechanics 11, 12; Maritime 10, 11; Band 9; Basketball 9.
HOMAN, TAM: Football 12; Soccer 9, 10, 11; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12.
HUFF, THERESA: Volleyball 10, Track 9, 10; Cheerleading 9; Freshman Homecoming Princess.
JEFFRIES, GLENN: Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12; SBA 9, 11; Wrestling 9, 10.
JOHNSTONE, JACK
KACENAS, MIKE
KETAH, DAVE: Football 12.
KIMBALL, DAN: Wrestling 9, 12; Football 9, 10, 11, 12.
KISTLER, CRAIG: Weight Training 11, 12; Mechanics 11, 12; Welding 11; Marine Biology/Maritime 10.
KNUTSON, RICHARD: Hockey 9, Concert Choir 9, 10, 11, 12; Wrestling 11, 12.

LOGGY, CHRIS: Band 9, 10, 12.
MANSKE, STEPHANIE: Volleyball 10, 12; Jazz Choir 10, 11, 12; Choir 10, 11, 12; Junior Achievement 10, 11, 12; Pep Club 10, 11, 12; Housing Chair Person 12.
MARTIN, KEN: Freshmen Band, SBA 12.
MCLEARY, AARON: Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Wrestling 11, 12.

MCGARRIGAN, JENNIE: Pep Club 9, 10; Class Secretary 9; Stage Crew 10.
MCCLAUGHLIN, BETH: Pep Club Vice-President 12; Thespians 9, 10, 11, 12; Thespian President 11; Drama Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Pep Club 10, 11, 12; Natural Helpers 12.
MIDGETT, ARLO
MULLEN, LESLIE: Volleyball 12; Newspaper 9/Co-Editor 12; Pep Club 9, 10; Academic Decathlon 9; J.V. Volleyball 9, 10; Photography 10; Serendipity Editor 11.
NEILSON, MEGAN: Cross Country 9, 10; Drama 9, 10; SBA 9, 10; Pep Club 12; Fundraising Officer 9, 10; Student Publ. 9, 10.
NELL, JOE
NEILSON, MARK: Symphonic Band 10, 11, 12; Jazz Band 12.
NEVIL, SCOTT: Basketball 9, 10, 11; Track 10, 11; Pep Club 11.

Nichuals, Debbi: Volleyball 10, 11; Pep Club 11, 12.
OAKSMITH, CARMA: Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12; SBA 9, 10, 11, 12; Junior Achievement 9, 10, 11, 12; Europe Trip "88"; Natural Helpers 12.
OLSON, AMANDA: Speech 11; Swimming 9.
OLSON, JAMI
ORR, KELLY: Special Olympics; Bowling 9, 10, 11, 12; Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12; Track 9, 10, 11, 12.
OVERTON, SHANNON: Thespians 8, 9, 10, 11, 12; Thespian Vice President 12; Drama Club 10, 11, 12; Pep Club 10, 11, 12; Spanish Club 10, 11, 12; French Club 12.
PAULSON, MIKE: Band 9, 10, 11, 12.
PERRY, MARGE: Drill Team 9, 10, 11, 12; Drama Club 11; Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Band 9, 10; Debate 11; Friends Inc. 12.
PREE, MARGARET
PETERS, MALISSA: Drill Team 10, 11; Pep Club 10, 11, 12.
PRATHER, MARVIN: Video Club 12; Drama Club 12; Designer of Drill Team Jackets 11.
PURVIS, BRENT: Pep Club President 12; Pep Club 10,
11, 12; Symphonic Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Jazz Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Pep Band 10, 11, 12; Soccer 9, 10; Basketball 9.

RAITANEN, KRISTIN: Concert Band 9, 10; Symphonic Band 11, 12; National Honor Society 11, 12; Pep Club 10, 11, 12; Pep Band 10, 11; Yearbook 12; Photography 10, 11, 12.

RHODES, JIM: Pep Club 10, 11, 12; Pep Band 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 9, 10, 11; Junior Achievement 9, 10, 11, 12; Academic Decathlon 11, 12.

ROBINSON, MICHI: Dance 12; Art 11, 12; Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Yearbook 10, 11, 12; Photography 10, 11, 12; J.V. Cheerleader 10.

RUD, WALTER: Mechanics 11, 12.

SCHMITT, HARLAN

SCOTT, NANCY: Drill Team 10; Junior Achievement 9, 10; SBA 9, 10, 11; Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Volleyball 10.

SHERMAN, CLIFF: Library Aide 10, 11, 12; Video Club 12; Dillenberg's Dance Assistant 10, 11, 12.

SHERWOOD, WALLY: Wrestling 10, 11, 12.

SIMMONS, PAT: Pep Band 11, 12.

SMITH, DAVE: Basketball 9, 10, 11; Wrestling 11, 12; Pep Club 10, 11, 12; SBA 9.

SMITH, ERIN: Drill Team 9; Choir 9, 10, 11, 12; S.E./State Choir 10, 11, 12; SBA V.P. 12; Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12.

SMITH, JODIE: Concert Choir 10, 11, 12; Jazz/Honor Choir 11, 12; Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12; Pep Club 10, 11, 12; Wrestling Mgr. 11; Basketball 9; King's Knights 9; Stage Crew 9.

SPENCER, JERAD

SPROMBERG, LOLA: Swimming 9.

STICHILL, JOHN: Foreign Exchange Student from Sweden 12; Spring Concert Pianist 10, 11.

STOUT, JAMIE: Republican Party 9, 10, 11, 12.

STRUNK, ROBIN: SBA 12; Debate 11; Pep Club 9, 10, 11.

THOMSEN, JENNIFER: Thespian 11, 12; Thespian Sec. 11, 12; Drama Club 10, 11, 12; Pep Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Junior Achievement 10, 11, 12; National Honor Society 11/V.P. 12; J.V. Cheerleading 9; Williwaw Business Mgr. 12; Europe Trip “90’”.

UMPHREY, THERESA: Pep Club 11.

VANDERBERG, BRANDON: Wrestling 10; Junior Achievement 12; Football 12.

VILLAFLOR, NOEL: Class President 12; Class Vice-President 11; Symphonic/Jazz Band 10, 11, 12; Band 9; Pep Band 10, 11, 12; Pep Club 10, 11, 12; Boys’ State 11; Junior Achievement 11, 12; Football 11, 12; S.E. Honor Band 10, 11, 12; Europe Trip “89’”.

WATT, DEREK: Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Metro League Basketball 9, 10, 12; Pep Club 9, 12; Academic Decathlon 11.

WONDA, TERRI

WICK, JASON

WILLIAMS, CHRISTIE: Pep Club 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 10, 11, 12.

WILLS, RUSS: Debate 10; Choir 10, 11, 12.

WYMAN, RON: Football 9, 10, 11, 12.

YOUNG, WILBUR

ZAMORA, BARBARA: Pep Club 9, 10, 11.

ZINK, MINDY: Band 9; Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Honor Society 11, 12; Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12; Soccer 12.